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“The world of tomorrow is
not foreordained to be
either good or bad...
rather it will be what we make it.”
~John McConnell,
Environmentalist, Social Reformer
and Founder of Earth Day

S

ince the first Earth Day in 1970 over 40 years ago, the planet has
been bringing millions of people around the world together each
April to celebrate the unofficial “birthday party” of the largest
resource that we all have in common. It’s the perfect time to reconnect
with nature and rediscover all the many ways it continously inspires us
in our daily lives.

This month in Natural Awakenings as we focus on the environment, our
current issue brings you information on everything from DIY eco-friendly
cleaning solutions, to electrosmog pollution solutions, as well as money
saving green tips and also a local update from our own Catawba Riverkeeper Sam Perkins.
We take the opportunity this month to reflect upon the health of our
planet and our role in supporting a cleaner environment for all. Our own
personal health depends greatly upon that of our Earth down to our most
basic needs of water, air and food. So often, we come to think of these
necessities as our birthright without consideration of our own personal
responsibilities and contributions.
Mother Earth is a common expression for our planet in many places
around the world and it reflects the interdependence that exists among
human beings, other living species and the planet. We honor the life
force in all this month as we continue to strive for personal and planetary
health around the globe.
In Health & Harmony,

Joanna DeHart Photography
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newsbriefs
Radiant Lotus Women’s
Qigong Retreat with Daisy Lee
Radiant Lotus Women’s Qigong,
a seven-day retreat for women,
will be held June 2-8. Participants can choose to join for
self-healing only, or those with at
least 150 hours of previous
Qigong training can apply for
teacher certification after
completing an oral presentation,
100 days of home practice
following the training and
passing an online exam.
The retreat will be instructed by Daisy Lee, a certified
Level III Advanced Qigong
Instructor registered with the
National Qigong Association
Daisy Lee
of America. Lee teaches worldwide and her students include medical and holistic practitioners, veterans, Olympians, hospital doctors, nurses and
patients, hospice care, and other health-conscious individuals seeking joyful, self-reliant, transformative healthcare.
The retreat will take place at the Quality Inn & Suites in Matthews, June 2-8 from 9am-5pm daily. Cost: $1080 includes retreat, delicious organic lunch from Whole Foods and field trip to
Daniel Stowe Botanical Gardens. RSVP: OilOfJoyStudio.com or
Suzanne@oilofjoystudio.com. Info: RadiantLotusQiGong.com.

Sustain Charlotte Sustainability
Awards + Earth Day Celebration

S

ustain Charlotte, a community-based nonprofit organization dedicated to educating, engaging and uniting citizens
to solve Charlotte’s sustainability challenges, will host the
Third Annual Community Sustainability Awards + Earth Day
Celebration on April 22. The event will honor local organizations and individuals
whose efforts have
helped realize Charlotte 2030: A Sustainable Vision for Our
Region. The awards
presentation will be
preceded by a reception for the nominees.
Awards will be
presented to local
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organizations in the following nine categories: Air Quality, Land Use, Sustainable Economy, Energy, Food, Waste
Reduction, Social Equity, Transportation and Water. In
addition, awards will be presented to individuals in the
following two categories: Outstanding Overall Leader and
Outstanding Educator.
The event will take place on April 22 from 5:30pm to
8:30pm at the UNC Charlotte Center City Building at 320 E.
9th Street in uptown Charlotte.
Tickets purchased before April 14 will be available at a
reduced rate of $55. An appetizer reception and two drinks
are included with ticket purchase. Info: SustainCharlotte.org.

Sound Healing Workshop
with David Hulse

D

avid Hulse, Certified Master Sound Therapy Teacher and
developer of SomaEnergetics will hold a sound healing workshop April 25-27.
He combines his 50 years
of experience as a motivational speaker with years
of research in metaphysics,
science, sound and spirituality to bring participants
a unique and empowering
experience.
David Hulse
The protocols taught can
be used in complement with nearly all energy and bodywork
modalities, such as reiki, polarity therapy, quantum therapy,
healing touch, CCT, massage therapy, hypno-therapy and
reflexology.
“Using sound for healing is a way to access all levels
of consciousness to free blocked energy, thereby creating
openings in which novel choices are awakened and newfound energy becomes available for personal transformation, health and healing. Reconnect with your inner energy
potential using the sounds of the ancient Solfeggio frequencies to balance and impart harmony in your life. These
protocols may be used immediately after training for both
personal and client-centered application,” says Hulse.
This Level I Sound Therapy Workshop will be held April 2527 – Friday 7-9 PM, Saturday 10-5 and Sunday 1-5 at Unity
of Charlotte. Info:980-949-8921 or SomaEnergetics.com.
Register by April 15 and save $50. 12 NCBTMB Hours.

AwakeningCharlotte.com

Minority Natural
Health Education
Week

H

ealthy
Home
Market in
Southend
with host a
Minority Natural Health
Education
Week April
21-24. Two
free seminars
will be held
each evening
Kenya Templeton
featuring
local natural health practitioners and
physicians of color. Topics will include
diabetes, connection between dental
health and overall wellness, women’s
hormonal health and more. Kenya
Templeton, natural wellness coach and
blogger for Urban Girl Granola World,
will be a key presenter.
According to the Federal Office of
Minority Health, minority populations
in the United States experience poor
health outcomes when compared to
outcomes for their non-minority counterparts. People of color “experience
higher rates of illness and death from
health conditions such as heart disease,
stroke, specific cancers, diabetes, HIV/
AIDS, asthma, hepatitis B, and overweight and obesity.”
Details: UrbanGirlGranolaWorld.com,
HealthyHomeMkt.com.

Date to Submit
Newsbriefs

12th

of the month
publisher@awakeningcharlotte.com
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Day-long Meditation Retreat

newsbriefs
Deep Listening Workshop Offers
New Perspective on Healing

D

eep Listening - Heal Your Heart, Heal the World, a
two-day workshop and bonus Friday night concert,
will be held at Om Sanctuary in Asheville, NC June 2829. This workshop is designed for couples and for people
with elderly parents. Workshop
practices will demonstrate
how listening “with the ears of
our heart” allows individuals
to open to the hearts of those
around them, while bringing
more healing and less stress
into their own lives.
The workshop will be
presented by psychologist Dr.
Michael DeMaria, who has been
practicing meditation and the
healing arts for over 30 years.
He has discovered that deep
listening is an important practice that has the potential to
open humans to a new level of
personal and societal healing.
He explores how information
overload and data-smog create a level of stress that causes
emotional and physical illness.
Dr. Michael DeMaria
By learning to deeply listen to
our own bodies and hearts, DeMaria believes we can alter our perception of time, which
decreases this stress.
For more info on Deep Listening--Heal Your Heart, Heal the
World visit AwakeningAsheville.com. Register by May 15 for
free access to Friday night concert.

O

n April 5th, Master Eric
Sbarge, head instructor at The
Peaceful Dragon Cultural Center,
will lead a day-long meditation
retreat of Chan (Zen) meditation,
interspersed with relaxing and
invigorating yoga and qigong as
well as discussions on meditation
principles, methods, and Chan
philosophy. The retreat is open to
and suitable for everyone regardless of experience levels.
Eric Sbarge

The retreat will take from 9am4pm at The Peaceful Dragon, located at 12610 Steele Creek
Rd. Info/registration: ThePeacefulDragon.com

Become a Certified Life Coach
in 2 Days

A

s life grows more complex and
challenging, people are turning
to coaches for inspiration, encouragement and direction. To meet this
growing demand, the Coaching Excellence Institute will offer a “Life Coach
Certification” course in Charlotte on
May 3-4th. These trainings will be led
by Jennifer A. Gage PhD, giving participants the benefit of her seventeen years
of teaching and coaching experience.
“If you’ve got a passion to help
others, this content-rich training will
Jennifer A. Gage
equip you with the insights, skills
and strategies needed to build a profitable coaching practice.
Our proven system is easy to implement and it will allow you
to coach anyone with both clarity and confidence,” says Gage.
Additional classes are scheduled for West Palm Beach (April 4-5th)
and Tampa (May 17-18th). For additional information please call
954-448-7648 or visit CoachingExcellenceInstitute.com.

CELLULAR DETOX & REJUVENATION

$35

Cleanse Every Cell in Your Body with an Aqua Chi Footbath

by appointment
30 min session

Cellular efficiency starts declining as we age or due to injury, disease
or surgery. The Aqua Chi footbath technology sends energy to every
cell in the body, so they can perform their jobs more efficiently.

• Anti-Aging • Boost Immune System • Reduce Inflammation
• Speed Healing • Improve Sleep • Fewer Aches & Pains
• Improve Athletic Performance • Reduce Allergies

Aleesha Ashlie, Practitioner & Distributor
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Go-Go Fresco

Mobile Farmers Market
with a Mission

In an effort to get healthy
food to those in need, founders
Leconte Lee and Nick Knock
accept SNAP/EBT, operate
reduced price markets in food
desert areas, and offer a “pay
what you can model” in select
markets. They also donate a part of their profits to local non-profits. “We firmly
believe that strengthening Charlotte’s communities can be as easy as grocery shopping. This is why our produce comes from local farmers, food comes from local
vendors, and why our profits are donated directly to local missions. With go-go
fresco, buying a local tomato feeds a child in need. Purchasing local spinach provides counseling to a victim of abuse. By providing local produce and supporting
local missions, every dollar stays in the local community,” says Leconte.
Info: GoGoFresco.org.

Life Lift: 7 Weeks to Creating
The Life You Desire

W

hat do you get when a woman overcomes divorce, a
job loss and a life threatening health crises? A Life Lift.
President and Founder of Tarologist.com and Holistic IntuiLeconte Lee and Nick Knock
tive and Intuitive Development Mentor Rev. Gina Spriggs,
o-Go Fresco, Charlotte’s first
will present Life Lift, a 7-week program designed to help
mobile, sustainable, missions-foparticipants create the lives they desire. Spriggs drew inspicused farmers market, provides weekly ration for this course from her journey of moving through
markets at gathering places such as
her personal setbacks to achieving success in her field with
schools, churches and health clinics to the support of coaches, healers and teachers along the way.
support its mission of making local food
“When we borrow someone else’s success model,
Gina Spriggs
and food education accessible to evwe often discover it does not work for us. My program aleryone in Charlotte. Offerings include
lows you to not only discover your personal success model but also teaches quanorganically-grown seasonal fruits and
tum mechanics so that you can apply the energy of Universal Law to your process.
vegetables, organically-raised pastured What makes this even more impactful is that this is a group experience. We each
chicken, beef, and pork products, artihold space for our individual and collective success. When one person “wins” – we
san bread and cheese, kombucha tea,
all win – and we are all swimming in the energy of success,” says Spriggs, who notes
root beer and healthy prepared foods.
that spring is the perfect time to re-commit to personal goals.
Products are 100% local and come
within 50 miles of Charlotte, with 20
Life Lift takes place for seven Saturdays from noon-2pm starting April 15. For details
local farmers and vendors represented. visit Tarologist.com.

G
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Home Renovations Aggravate
Childhood Asthma

N

Orange Oil
Calms Kids in
Dental Chairs

F

or centuries, aromatherapy using
orange oil has been heralded in
traditional herbalism for its ability to
alleviate anxiety. Research published
in the journal Advanced Biomedical Research now finds that aromatherapy using the same ingredient can
significantly reduce a child’s anxiety
at the dentist’s office.
The study, conducted at Iran’s
Isfahan University of Medical Sciences and published in the peer-reviewed journal Advanced Biomedical
Research, tested 10 boys and 20 girls
between 6 and 9 years old. In this
crossover design study, participants
were assigned randomly into two
groups. Half the children were treated
with water instead of any essential
oil (control) initially and received
orange aroma in the second session
(intervention). Another 15 children received treatment under orange aroma
in the first encounter (intervention)
and were treated without any aroma
the second time (control). When the
children were given orange oil aromatherapy, they experienced significantly reduced heart rates and lower
salivary cortisol levels compared with
those not receiving it.
The results corroborate findings
from a 2000 study from the University
of Vienna, in Austria, published in
Physiology and Behavior.
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ew research suggests that renovation planning
should involve more than just picking the right colors and styles; doing it right may help prevent childhood
respiratory conditions. Researchers from St. Louis University, in Missouri, linked home renovations with increased
wheezing, asthma and chronic coughing among children
living in the home. The study, published in the American
Journal of Public Health, followed 31,049 children between the ages of 2 and 14 years old from seven Chinese
cities over a two-year period.
Previous research has also reached a similar conclusion, identifying some
specific materials responsible for increased childhood respiratory disorders. A
Russian study of 5,951 children ages 8 to 12 found that increased asthma and
wheezing were related to recently completed painting, as well as the installation
of new linoleum flooring, synthetic carpets, particleboard and wall coverings.
That study, published in the same journal states, “Exposure levels are the
highest during and shortly after painting, but low levels of exposure may remain
for several months. Wooden furniture, as well as painted or varnished and new
furniture, is likely to emit chemical substances.”
A 2002 study of New York children published in the Journal of Urban Health
found similar results.

Olive Leaf Outperforms
Diabetes Drug

O

live leaf may provide nature’s answer to diabetes treatment.
A recent study from the University of Auckland, in New
Zealand, suggests that olive leaf extract can help reduce insulin
resistance and increase insulin production by beta cells in the pancreas.
The researchers tested 46 middle-aged, obese adults at risk for developing metabolic syndrome-related Type 2 diabetes. In the double-blind, placebo-controlled
study, olive leaf extract outperformed the diabetes drug metformin and “significantly
improved insulin sensitivity and pancreatic beta-cell secretory capacity,” according
to the researchers. Insulin helps escort glucose into the body’s cells.

AwakeningCharlotte.com

Tomatoes
Prevent and
Even Treat
Liver Disease

T

omatoes are widely known for
their outstanding antioxidant content, anti-inflammatory and cancerfighting properties, plus benefits to
heart health. Now, research from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Human Nutrition Research Center,
at Tufts University, in Boston, Massachusetts, has found that consuming
tomatoes—particularly their lycopene
content—can also help prevent and
even treat both liver disease and
cancer of the liver.
The researchers combed through
241 studies and scientific papers to
connect the dots. They report that
lycopene up regulates the sirtuin
1 (SIRT1) protein, meaning it increases the number of receptors on
cell surfaces, thereby increasing
cellular response to it. SIRT1 activation is recognized to protect against
obesity-induced inflammation and
degeneration of the liver, explain the
study’s authors. Lycopene was found
to protect against fatty liver disease,
liver fibrosis and the formation of
cancer in the liver and lungs.
Multiple studies have shown
cooked tomatoes and tomato sauce
offer increased bioavailability of
healthful lycopene.
April 2014
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all.

Food Charter

United Nations Blueprints Sustainability Goals
A new publication, Trade and Environment Review: Wake Up Before it
is Too Late, from the United Nations
Commission on Trade and Development, declares that transformative
changes are needed in current food,
agriculture and trade systems to increase diversity on farms, reduce use
of fertilizer and other inputs, support
small-scale farmers and create strong
local food systems.
Key indicators of needed transformation in agriculture include increased soil carbon content and better integration between crop and livestock production; more incorporation of agroforestry
and wild vegetation; reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of livestock
production; reduction of GHG through sustainable peatland, forest and grassland management; optimization of organic and inorganic fertilizer use; reduction
of waste throughout the food chains; changing dietary patterns toward climatefriendly food consumption; and reform of the international trade regime for food
and agriculture.
The report includes contributions from more than 60 international experts,
including a commentary from the Institute of Agriculture and Trade Policy.
Source: iatp.org

Hot ‘n Sunny

Cheaper Solar Panels Spur Job
Growth
Solar industry jobs are up nearly 20 percent
in the 14 months through November 2013
as cheaper panels and rising electricity rates
spurred people to turn to solar, according to
a report by the nonprofit Solar Foundation
research group.
At latest count, solar companies employ
nearly 143,000 solar workers, up more than 23,000 from September 2012—a job
growth rate that’s 10 times faster than the national average and is helping local
economies, according to the foundation. The industry is expected to create 22,000
new jobs in 2014, although at a slower pace than 2013. Cuts of 8,500 positions
are projected in the sector that generates electricity from fossil fuels.
Solar firms surveyed in the report said that more than 50 percent of their
business and homeowner customers turned to solar to save money, while nearly
23 percent said they invested in panels because costs are now comparable with
utility rates. The report noted that the cost of solar equipment has fallen about 50
percent since the beginning of 2010, motivating more people to go green.
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CO2-Correct Food

Menus Minimize Greenhouse Gases
Experts at the Rowett Institute of Nutrition and Health,
at Aberdeen University, in Scotland, have created a
new menu plan that is healthy and nutritious, as well as good for the environment. The researchers compiled a shopping list of 52 foods arranged in
categories according to how much climate-changing greenhouse gases are produced
to make and transport them (Tinyurl.com/ScottishDiet).
They then devised a weekly weight allowance for each food, which when followed, would reduce the use of greenhouse gases by about a third. Surprisingly, the
list features foods such as chocolate, ice cream and red meat, but anyone wanting to
reduce their carbon footprint must only eat them in relatively tiny quantities.
Some food groups, such as dairy products and meat, produce much bigger
emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide than others because of the
way they are manufactured and brought to market. The production of fruit, vegetables and legumes is much less likely to produce such high emissions.

THE Joy ACADEMY
Interactive Happiness Coaching

HAPPINESS COURSE
8 Week Course
Discover the Happiness Solution!

* 24 hours of interactive coaching
* Group activities exploring happiness
* Meditations
* 56 happiness based newsletters
* Social events after graduation to
connect with others on the same journey!

Source: Scotsman.com

GMO Go-Ahead

Feds Give Dangerous Green Light
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has issued a draft
statement essentially giving the green light to the marketing, sale and planting of Dow Chemical’s genetically modified (GM, GMO, GE) corn and soybeans
resistant to 2,4-D, which will trigger a huge increase in the use of the toxic herbicide.
The determination under the Plant Pest Act comes despite intense opposition
over the past two years from farmers, more than 400,000 other individuals and
some 150 farm, fishery, public health, consumer and environmental groups and
private businesses.
Meanwhile, the Grocery Manufacturers Association has issued talking points
against GMO labeling laws for food industry lobbyists that claim the laws are unconstitutional, violating the First Amendment, although other legal experts say the
assertion is baseless.

Gretchen Laporta
LCSW, Certified Happiness Coach

704-283-2900 x201
GretchenLCSW@Yahoo.com

GetHappyNow.Biz

Take action at Tinyurl.com/PushToLabelGMO. Learn more at OrganicConsumers.org.
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The Catawba Riverkeeper
Interview with Sam Perkins
by Lisa Moore

T

he Catawba River, approximately 220 miles long, rises
in the Appalachian Mountains and drains into Piedmont. It is the source for water, power and recreation
to millions of people along its meandering path. But man
and nature have both negatively impacted this important
vessel of life. Population growth in the basin has put severe
strains on the river and water quality at many locations is
impaired. Drought and pollution are concerns as well. The
Catawba River has been designated as one of America’s Most
Endangered Rivers three times.
Established in 1997, The Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation advocates for the health, protection and enjoyment of
the Catawba River watershed. Sam Perkins is the foundation’s
current riverkeeper whose responsibilities include alerting
and educating the public on issues that impact the quality of
the water and habitat areas. Natural Awakenings spoke with
Perkins bout the current state of the Catawba River.
In March, a judge ruled that Duke Energy will have to
clean up sources of groundwater contamination at its
14 coal-fired power plants in North Carolina. The Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation has long been involved in
the fight to have Duke Energy take responsibility for its
actions which damage the environment. How do you feel
about this ruling and where will your efforts be concentrated now?
This was a significant ruling, which really just reaffirmed to
the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (NC DENR) that it indeed has the authority (and
needs to exercise it) to require an immediate elimination of
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the source of groundwater contamination, and DENR did
not need to continue to defer to endlessly studying the situation. The directive did not formally require Duke to clean
up its coal ash, but this affirmation will be extremely helpful
with the lawsuits that the Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation
has filed and that remain in state and federal courts.
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) are
a concern for your organization. What are they and how
can improper maintenance of them be hazardous to the
Catawba and our drinking water supply?
The Clean Water Act of 1972 developed the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit to coordinate point-source discharges – basically, waste discharges
out of pipes. NPDES permits have contaminant limits as
well as monitoring and sampling protocols. And that system
has made a major difference in documenting and monitoring point-source pollution. However, what has flared up has
been non-point-source pollution, including runoff from yards
and fields, and one of the most problematic forms of nonpoint-source pollution is nutrient overloading, which comes
from waste and fertilizer.
These CAFOs end up using waste as fertilizer. Because
of regulatory advantages including shieldi ng from public
record laws, poultry CAFOs specifically have exploded onto
the scene, with around 800 poultry CAFO houses in the NC
portion of the Catawba River basin. Each house has tens of
thousands of chickens. This compares to one swine CAFO and
20 cattle/dairy CAFOs. We do regular flyovers of the basin to
look for waste being left outside uncovered, where it can run
off into waterways and become a potent source of nutrients,
AwakeningCharlotte.com

bacteria and even metals. We also look and sample for waste
spread onto fields that is discharging into waterways. The
waste should be staying on fields and being taken up by crops,
but there are major concerns with over-application.
Many people dispose of pharmaceutical medications by
flushing them down the toilet to keep them out of the
wrong hands. However, it can be difficult to get these
chemicals out of the water when it is treated and they
can become part of the system which includes our drinking water. How has this affected the Catawba and what
programs do you have in place to change this practice?
One of the most difficult things to convey to the public is that
there is no one machine where you can pop in a sample and
have the machine return every atom, every molecule, and
every concentration of those. Sampling is not that simple.
And especially in the pharmaceutical industry, we have created innumerable molecules to treat disease and to improve
overall quality of life. A lot of these molecules are meant to
be very durable to arrive intact to where they are supposed to
have their effect in our bodies.
Thus, wastewater treatment plants have trouble treating
for them in sewage (a lot of pharmaceuticals are not taken up
by our bodies but rather pass through in our waste), and then
water treatment plants again have trouble with removing them,
but sadly, at both ends, we just don’t have a good idea for
abundance. When tested for, pharmaceuticals show up, albeit
in very low concentrations. However, even at low concentrations, prolonged exposure can cause health problems, and
treated drinking water would definitely be a chronic exposure
pathway. The best thing people can do is not to flush expired
or unused medication down the toilet. Counties have sheriff’s
offices and events where citizens can drop off medication for
proper disposal, which is generally incineration.
In the recent past, the Charlotte area has suffered
severe droughts in the summer. The lack of rain was

compounded by increased demands for water from the
Catawba River, thus enhancing the consequences of the
drought. How could future droughts affect us and what
changes can be made now to best manage water so we
may retain a strong economy and healthy environment?
We are running out of water as we pack more people into
what is a relatively small basin, and basins to the east want
our water. Duke Energy’s own numbers indicate that water
demand will exceed supply by 2048, and that’s looking at
normal rainfall. Our concern is that a lot of the lakes will
start to dry up and look like Lake Hartwell has for so many
years in South Carolina. That creates an economic issue for
both local businesses and local government. Property tax
base is stacked up around lakes. You might have more than
a quarter of property tax base within a few percent of the
county’s acreage around a lake. Those nice homes that are
desirable for waterfront access won’t be desirable and worth
as much if there’s no water in the lake. That, in turn, will decrease property tax revenues and force counties to raise taxes
on others in the county.
Our other concern with Duke Energy is that there are
no plans for reduction in water consumption (meaning it
leaves the river and is not returned) that occurs from evaporation associated with thermoelectric power plants (i.e., coal
and nuclear), of which we have five in a 39-mile span of
the Catawba River. Duke is responsible for half of the water
consumption in the basin, with residential, agricultural and
industrial sources consuming the rest, but water management
plans only call for residential and some agricultural reductions
when water gets low. If Duke would reduce its water consumption, which other utilities have done, then we might not
get to critical drought stages. For now, though, the proposal is
to have local water utilities (and residential water users) bear
the brunt of the cost by lowering their physical intakes so that
waterways can be drained lower during times of drought.
Info: CatawbaRiverkeeper.org.
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Borax, a natural mineral, improves the
effectiveness of laundry soap. Although
classified (as is salt) as a low-level health
hazard that should be kept away from
children and animals, borax is non-carcinogenic and isn’t absorbed through skin.
Washing soda, a caustic chemical
cousin of baking soda, softens water
and removes stains. Bond advises, “It’s
a heavy duty cleaner as powerful as any
toxic solvent,” so wear gloves.

HOMEMADE
ECO-CLEANERS
DIY Recipes Keep Your Home Naturally Clean
by Lane Vail

A

mericans use 35 million pounds
of toxic household cleaning
products annually. According to
the Children’s Health Environmental Coalition, in Los Angeles, traces of cleaning
chemicals can be found throughout the
human body within seconds of exposure, posing risks like asthma, allergies,
cancer, reproductive toxicity, hormone
disruption, neurotoxicity and death.
Equally sobering is the decades of
research suggesting a relationship between the overuse of powerful disinfectants and the rise of antibiotic-resistant
super bacteria like methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), as well
as concerns over these toxins entering
water supplies and wildlife food chains.
Cleaning product labels lack
transparency, says Johanna Congleton,
Ph.D., a senior scientist for the Environmental Working Group, because
“manufacturers aren’t required to
specify ingredients.”
One approach to assure safe ingredients is do-it-yourself (DIY) products.
For Matt and Betsy Jabs, the authors
of DIY Natural Household Cleaners
who blog at DIYNatural.com, creating homemade cleaners is a rewarding
exercise in sustainability and simplicity.
18
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“We’re cutting through all the marketing and getting back to basics,” says
Matt. Affordability is another benefit:
The Jabs’ homemade laundry detergent
costs five cents per load, compared
with 21 cents for a store brand.
Annie B. Bond, a bestselling author
and pioneering editor of the award-winning Green Guide, dispels a DIY myth:
“What’s time-consuming isn’t making
the cleaners; it’s making the decision to
switch and figuring it all out,” she says.

Nine Basics

Find these multitasking ingredients
in local groceries and health stores
or online.
White vinegar effectively cleans,
deodorizes, cuts grease and disinfects
against bacteria, viruses and mold.
Castile soap in liquid or bar form serves
as a biodegradable, vegetable-based
surfactant and all-around cleaner (avoid
mixing with vinegar, which neutralizes
its cleansing properties).
Baking soda cleans, whitens, neutralizes odors and softens water. It’s an excellent scrubbing agent for bathrooms,
refrigerators and ovens.

Hydrogen peroxide is considered an effective disinfectant and bleach alternative
by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Use it to whiten grout and remove stains.
Essential oils derived from plants infuse
cleaners with fragrance and boost
germ-fighting power. Tea tree, eucalyptus and lavender oils all boast antibacterial, antiviral and antifungal properties. The Jabs advise that although they
can be pricy, “The investment will pay
for itself many times over.”
Lemon juice or citric acid cuts through
grease, removes mold and bacteria and
leaves dishes streak-free.
Coarse kosher salt helps soften dishwasher water and acts as a scouring agent.

Home Formulas

All-purpose cleaner: Homemade
Cleaners: Quick-and-Easy Toxin-Free
Recipes, by Mandy O’Brien and Dionna
Ford, suggests combining one cup of
vinegar, one cup of water and 15 drops
of lemon oil in a spray bottle. Use it
anywhere, including glass and mirrors.
For serious disinfecting, follow with a
hydrogen peroxide spray.
Foaming hand/dish soap: Shake one
cup of water, a quarter-cup of castile
soap and 15 drops of essential oil in a
foaming dispenser. Use in bathrooms
and kitchens.
Dishwashing detergent: DIYNatural
recommends mixing one cup of borax,
one cup of washing soda, a half-cup of
citric acid and a half-cup of coarse kosher salt. Leave it uncovered for several
days, stirring often to prevent clumping.
Cover and refrigerate. Use one tablespoon per load with a half-cup of citric
acid in the rinse to combat streaks.
Laundry detergent: Combine one cup
of borax, one cup of washing soda and
AwakeningCharlotte.com

More than 95 percent of
“green” products manipulate labels by providing
irrelevant information (declaring a product is free of
an already illegal chemical),
being vague (masking poisons as natural ingredients),
outright lying (claiming
false endorsements) and
other maneuvers.
~ TerraChoice Group

one 14-ounce bar of grated castile soap.
Use one tablespoon per load, adding
a half-cup of lemon juice to the rinse
cycle. Prior to washing, use hydrogen
peroxide as a stain remover.
Bathroom soft scrub: Bond recommends
creating a thick paste with liquid castile
soap and a half-cup of baking soda.
Scour tubs, showers and stainless steel
surfaces with a sponge, and then rinse.
Toilet bowl cleaner: Sprinkle one cup of
borax into the toilet at bedtime and then
clean the loosened grime with a brush
the next morning, advises Bond. Wipe
outer surfaces with the all-purpose spray.

Change Your Life
with Unique
Health Care
R

Wood polish: Bond recommends mixing
a quarter-cup of vinegar or lemon juice
with a few drops of olive and lemon oil.
Hard floor cleaner: Environmental
Working Group’s DIY Cleaning Guide
suggests combining a half-gallon of hot
water with one cup of white vinegar in
a bucket to mop.
Carpet cleaner: Freshen rugs by sprinkling baking soda at night and vacuuming in the morning, suggests Bond. For
deeper cleaning, combine one cup of
vinegar and two-and-a-half gallons of
water in a steam cleaner.
Lane Vail is a freelance writer in South
Carolina. Connect at WriterLane.com.

egain control of your life with an individualized
treatment plan integrating state of the art alternative health techniques and lifestyle coaching. Together
we will embark on a journey using an emotional, structural & chemical, as well as, body, mind & soul approach
to create the lasting changes you wish to make!

“It is my personal mission to help prevent
disease, pain, or dysfunction from taking
control of your life and the lives of the
people you love the most.”

n
n
n
n
n

Advanced Laser Acupuncture n Neuro-Psychology/
Acupuncture & Acupressure
Emotional Techniques
Applied Chiropractic Kinesiology n Guided Imagery/
Nutritional Counseling
Cranial-Sacral
Herbs & Homeopathy
n Color & Sound Therapy

Dr. Frank Giantinoto D.C., Alternative Medicine Doctor
Pro-Health4Ever.com
Board Certified Clinical Applied Chiropractic Kinesiologist
Fellow & Diplomate in the International Academy of Medical Acupuncture 704.412.8183 631.834.6828
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Electrosmog: The Invisible
Pollution Hiding in Our Homes
by Kristina Carlet

F

or the health conscious individual,
cultivating a more beneficial electromagnetic environment is becoming an important key to wellness. While
natural cosmic electromagnetic energy
may be beneficial, the manmade variety
is found by doctors and scientists to be
increasingly harmful. Where does this
manmade energy come from? Most of
us are surrounded by it in our very own
homes: the electrical system emits both
magnetic and electric fields; wireless devices harness radiofrequency energy to
transmit data. These are forms of unnatural electromagnetic radiation, commonly
called “electrosmog.” More and more,
exposure to this form of pollution comes
with alarming health consequences.
In some, electrosmog causes an allergic-type reaction, a condition known
as electrical sensitivity. This condition
affects a small, but ever-increasing
population as electrosmog becomes
more widespread. Onset of the condition may occur in conjunction with
mold or chemical sensitivity or may be
brought on through chronic exposure to
unacceptable levels of electrosmog. The
electrically sensitive person eventually
becomes over-sensitized so that even
very small exposures produce strong
symptoms, making “normal” life difficult or even impossible.
The harmful effects of electrosmog,
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however, are not limited to the electrically sensitive. While severe electrical
sensitivity may be relatively rare, electrosmog increasingly affects everyone’s
lives. Few of us are able to escape
the sea of wireless devices in public
spaces. We might find Wi-Fi convenient
for passing time with our phones or tablets, but it may affect the wider population in a more subtle manner, such as
provoking anxiety.
And when we leave the reaches of
the free Wi-Fi zone at coffee shops or
bookstores and return home, chances
are that home is far from being a safe
haven from electrosmog. The number of wireless devices in the average
American home abounds. Cell phones,
routers, cordless phones, digital media
players, video games, baby monitors
and smart meters all emit their own signals, many of which we unknowingly
experience morning, noon and night.
Why is it that this exposure to
electrosmog is so constant? For a smart
phone to get automatic updates of
email or apps, it must constantly connect itself to the nearest cell phone
tower. Smart meters emit signals in
extremely short but powerful bursts of
energy spread throughout the entire
day. Streaming a favorite TV show
wirelessly while you cuddle up in bed
at night comes with a strong dose to

frequencies that can interfere with the
circadian rhythm, resulting in poor
sleep quality.
As more individuals become aware
of the dangers of electrosmog, alternative solutions become more readily
available. Opt-out programs for smart
meters have been established in some
communities; routers with external
Wi-Fi on/off buttons make it easier to
disconnect; radiation lowering handsets
help protect from cell phone radiation.
Health-concerned individuals can
take steps to create a more healing
environment: by using Ethernet cables
instead of wireless to connect computers to the internet and digital media
players, by turning off cell phones at
night, by removing other sources of
electrosmog from the bedroom to ensure a good night’s sleep.
While cell phone towers and electric pylons might be easy to avoid because of their obvious presence, other
sources may not be visibly recognizable. Building biologists are equipped
to test and measure electrosmog in the
home and can offer solutions for a more
healthful electromagnetic environment.
Kristina Carlet is a Building Biologist
and LEED Green Associate based in
Charlotte NC. Connect with her at
biodwell.org.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

Ways to
Reduce Risk
Although electromagnetic field (EMF)
activity vibrates all around us, there are
simple ways to reduce adverse health
effects in daily indoor environments.
4 Hardwire all Internet connections
instead of using Wi-Fi.
4 Power a laptop using a threeprong grounded plug and then plug in
a separate, hardwired keyboard (this
minimizes both the exposure to wireless radiation and the effects from the
laptop battery’s magnetic field).
4 Use a grounding mouse pad to
minimize effects of the electric field
from the computer.
4 Don’t position any laptop or tablet computer on the lap.
4 Don’t live within 1,500 feet of a
cell tower.
4 Use battery-powered LCD alarm
clocks (not LED), keeping them several feet away from the body.
4 Turn off all wireless devices before bedtime and generally minimize
usage at other times.
4 Be wary of a weak signal. Phones
work harder and emit more radiation
when the signal is weak or
blocked.
4 Find more information visit
Tinyurl.com/EMF-ProtectionTips.

ECO -FRIENDLY
CLEANING SERVICES
We lovingly clean your
home using non-toxic
cleaning products!
“We are all one, and we care for all.”

References * 14 Years Experience * Locally-Owned
Free Estimates
madacony@hotmail.com Maria 704.807.1911
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Backyard Birds
and Butterflies
Native Habitats Draw Critters
and Delight Kids
by Avery Mack

C

reating a backyard
wildlife habitat provides valuable teaching moments. With planning and care, birds, bats,
butterflies and bunnies can
view yards as safe havens
and sources for food, water
and shelter, providing endless fascination.
Josh Stasik, a father of
three and owner of SweetSeed.com, in Syracuse,
New York, sees firsthand
how feeding winged wonders can be an inexpensive
way to start a new family
activity. “My mom taught
me about flowers and bird
feeders. I hope my kids
will someday pass the
information along to their
children,” he says.

Hummingbird
Nectar Recipe
Measure one part
ordinary white sugar
to four parts water
(no unhealthy red
dye needed). Boil
the water first, and
then mix the nectar
while the water is
hot; the sugar will
easily dissolve.

Habitat plantings and
available foods determine
what creatures will visit.
“Native plants attract
native bugs that are eaten
by native birds and bats,”
observes Stasik, noting that
staff at extension services
and garden centers can
provide helpful advice.
Based on his own
research, Stasik knows,
“Bird species have definite tastes in food. Bluebirds love mealworms.
Hummingbirds like floral
nectars. Orioles look for
citrus fruit. Butterflies are
eclectic sippers of both
floral and citrus.”
Hummingbirds pose
particular appeal for kids
and adults because they

appear always on the move. Hummingbirds.net/map.html follows their
migration sites.
Videographer Tom Hoebbel, owner
of TH Photography, outside Ithaca, New
York, builds birdhouses and nesting
boxes with his kids. They also participate in the annual Christmas bird
count for the Audubon Society (Birds.
Audubon.org/Christmas-bird-count).
The Great Backyard Bird Count, a joint
project between nonprofits Audubon
and the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, follows in February (gbbc.BirdCount.org).
“In our yard, we have five nesting
boxes made from reused wood. Once or
twice a week, we check to see who lives
there and how many eggs there are,” says
Hoebbel. “So far, we’ve seen bluebirds,
chickadees and house wrens.”
He laments the rapid decline of bats
in the Northeast due to pesticides killing bugs, the main course for birds and
bats. “In the winter, bats live in caves,
so we put one-by-one-foot boxes in the
yard for their summer homes.” Warm
evenings on the patio are more enjoyable when bats clean up the mosquito
population; a single bat can eat as many
as 1,000 in an hour.
The monarch butterfly population
is another favorite species in decline,
with the spectacular annual migration
on the verge of disappearing due to
illegal deforestation, climate change,
expansion of crop acreage and imposition of genetically modified plants that
reduce the growth of native species.
“You can help them by planting perennial milkweed in your garden,” advises
Brande Plotnick, founder of Tomato
Envy, in Jenkintown, Pennsylvania.
Milkweed is the food of choice because
it makes the caterpillars and butterflies
toxic to birds and other predators. Also
consider planting garden phlox, coneflower and lantana. Migrating monarchs
live about nine months and fly up to 30
miles per hour.
Plotnick also suggests planting
an herb garden that includes parsley.
“Swallowtail butterflies will lay eggs
on parsley, caterpillars hatch and feed
on it, and eventually create a chrysalis,” she says. “You’ll be able to see

Source: TomatoEnvy.com
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the entire butterfly life cycle.”
Rabbits add another dimension
to backyard wildlife. Just as birds and
butterflies need trees, bushes and
plants to land on and hide in, bunnies need ground cover. The Virginia
Department of Game and Fisheries
counsels that brush piles should start
with a base of large limbs, logs or
stones to raise the floor above ground
and create tunnels and escape routes,
plus a home base. Top with smaller
branches and
maybe a recycled
Christmas tree
or dead plants.
Encourage structural density and
permanence with
live vines. The
resulting brush
pile should be
bird photos courtesy of Susan
igloo-shaped and
Gottlieb, of Venice, California
about six to eight
feet tall and wide.
Visit Tinyurl.com/BunnyShelters.
City ordinances or subdivision
regulations might prohibit brush piles
in ordinary yards. Find out how to gain
certification as a wildlife habitat through
the National Wildlife Federation at
Tinyurl.com/CertifiedWildlifeHabitat.
Rabbits can have as many as
seven babies per litter, depending on
the species. Make sure their space is
sufficient. Before attracting bunnies to
the yard, be aware of local predators
-hawks, owls, coyote, dogs and stray
cats. The brush pile may also attract
other animals like skunks, raccoons
and reptiles.
A wildlife habitat is a fun, ongoing learning experience. It calls on
math skills for bird counts, geography
to follow migration maps and woodworking to build homesites and feeding spots. It becomes a lesson in local
ecology and the roles of native plants
and animals. When children comprehend they can help save wildlife, it’s
also a lesson in hope.

April 5-6 “Achieving Oneness with the Higher Soul”
Meditation - Ongoing Thursdays 7pm
Connie Williams, M.Ed. Certified Pranic Healer
Senior Instructor
Mobile: 850-380-0561
pranichealingsouth@gmail.com
PranicHealingCharlotte.com
The Center for Pranic Healing Charlotte, 5200 Park Rd, Ste. 200-B

Avery Mack is a freelance writer in St.
Louis, MO. Connect via AveryMack@
mindspring.com.
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routine. You grow a strong bond with
your home.”
Securing a much smaller dwelling
than what we originally had designs
on can lead to a lifetime of savings.
With less space to furnish, heat, cool,
light, clean and maintain, we can enjoy
greater financial freedom, less stress
and more time for fun.

2. Deciding Where to Live

LIVE GREEN,

SAVE BIG
Five Eco-Friendly Life Decisions
that Can Actually Save Us Money
by Crissy Trask

E

very pivotal life decision, from
choosing where we live to eating healthier, can support our best
interests environmentally, as well. The
good news is that it is possible to afford
a sustainable way of life. Eco-friendly
choices for housing, vehicles and food—
generally perceived as expensive for the
average individual or family—often are
not only attainable when pursued in a
thoughtful way, but can actually save
us money compared to maintaining the
status quo.

1. Buying a Home

When considering a move to a new
place, we often find out how much
house we can manage and then proceed to invest to the hilt. But if hitting
our spending limit will leave a deficit
in the amount of green and healthy
home features and furnishings we can
achieve, we could end up with a residence that makes neither financial nor
24
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ecological sense, and isn’t good for our
health. A solution is to scale back on
costly square footage. Spending 25 to 40
percent less than we think we can on a
smaller home provides more possibilities
when planning the renovation budget,
enabling us to create a home that is more
deeply satisfying.
Nicole Alvarez, an architectural
designer with Ellen Cassilly Architect, in
Durham, North Carolina, who blogs at
IntentionallySmall.com, says that if we
value quality over quantity, place over
space and living more intentionally in
every aspect of our lives, we are ready
for a small home. Occupying less space
has profoundly influenced her daily life
and happiness.
Alvarez has found, “When space is
limited, everything has a function and
a purpose. Everything has to be intentional. Over time, as you grow in the
home, you make small modifications
to personalize it more to adjust to your

Urban, suburban or rural, where we
live incurs long-term repercussions on
the natural environment. Choosing an
established community within or close
to an urban center tends to be more
protective of air, water and land quality
than living in a distant, car-dependent
suburb, yet many families feel either
drawn to or resigned to the suburbs for
the lower housing prices.
But as Ilana Preuss, vice president at Washington, D.C.-based Smart
Growth America, explains, “There is
more to housing affordability than how
much rent or mortgage we pay. Transportation costs are the second-biggest
budget item for most families. In locations with access to few transportation
choices, the combined cost of housing
and transportation can be more than 60
percent of the total household budget.
For families with access to a range of
transportation choices, the combined
cost can be less than 40 percent.”
In most suburbs, where the only
practical transportation choice is a
personal vehicle, dependency on a car
takes a toll on us financially and physically. Driving a personal vehicle 15,000
miles a year can cost about $9,122
annually in ownership and operating
expenses, according to AAA’s 2013
Your Driving Costs report, and hours
spent daily sitting behind the wheel
being sedentary is eroding our health.
Lack of transportation options is a leading detriment to the nation’s collective
wellness, according to the federal
agency Healthy People.
Sustainable cities provide many
transportation options, including
public buses and trains, car-sharing
services and all forms of ride sharing;
and perhaps most importantly, they are
bike- and pedestrian-friendly. Choosing communities that make it possible
to reduce driving and even go car-free
AwakeningCharlotte.com

price of $28,431, the category has been
around long enough to create a market
in previously owned vehicles. A used
hybrid that is just two years old can cost
up to 25 percent less than a new one.

4. Buying American
Eco-friendly choices for
housing, vehicles and
food—generally perceived
as expensive for the
average individual or
family—often are not only
attainable when pursued
in a thoughtful way, but
can actually save us money
compared to maintaining
the status quo.
much of the time can save us money,
reduce stress and improve our health.

3. Choosing a Car

We know two primary facts about cars:
They are expensive and those with internal combustion engines pollute during
operation. Still, many of us need one.
Reducing the total impact and burden
of owning a car can be as simple as
prioritizing fuel efficiency. It helps that
fuel-sippers now come in more sizes
than just small, yet small subcompacts
remain a good place to start our research
because of their budget-friendly prices
and high fuel economy.
A subcompact that averages 32 miles
per gallon (mpg) and has a sticker price
below $15,000 can save us so much
money compared with a top-selling compact SUV—upwards of $16,000 over five
years, according to Edmunds.com—that if
we need a larger vehicle on occasion, we
can more easily afford to rent one.
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), both
small and midsized, can be an even
better choice, averaging 41 mpg. Cost
comparisons show that an HEV can save
a heavily travelling city driver nearly
$1,000 in fuel costs annually versus a
comparably sized conventional gasolinepowered car. Although a 2014 midsized
HEV has an average suggested retail

According to Consumer Reports, many
shoppers prefer to buy products made
in the USA, but with more than 60
percent of all consumer goods now
produced overseas, finding American
goods is not always easy.
The good news is that buying American doesn’t mean only buying American
made. We back the U.S. economy and
jobs when we purchase used items that
have been renewed or repurposed by
enterprising citizens. Creative reuse supports new and existing businesses that
collect, clean, sort, recondition, refurbish,
remanufacture, update, refinish, reupholster, repair, tailor, distribute and sell used
parts, materials and finished goods.
Sarah Baird, director of outreach
and communications of the Center for
a New American Dream, an organization working to shift consumption away
from wasteful trends, loves the history of
used items. She says, “An item that has
already lived one life has a story to tell,
and is infinitely more interesting than
anything newly manufactured.” Another
reward is the big savings afforded by
previously owned durable goods; not
even America’s big-box discount retailers can beat these genuine bargains.
Of course, not everything is available in the used marketplace, but when
it makes sense, we can proudly know
that our purchases support American
ingenuity and workers.

5. Getting Healthy

Going green is healthy in innumerable
ways. In addition to driving less, banning toxic products from our household cupboards and dinner plates is
another solid place to start on the road
to improved well-being for ourselves
and the planet.
Toxic consumer products pollute
the planet, from manufacture through
use and disposal. They aren’t doing us
any favors. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency reports that the average
human body now contains an estimated
700 industrial compounds, pollutants
April 2014
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The newest hybrids have
been around for more
than a decade, and the
batteries have held up
extremely well, lasting
150,000 to 200,000
miles in some cases.
~ CNN.com
and other chemicals due to exposure to
toxic consumer products and industrial
chemicals. After researching proper
local disposal of such hazards, replace
them on future shopping forays with
safer choices. It’s an investment in our
health that can save untold pain and
money and pay off big time in avoiding
health problems ranging from cancer,
asthma and chronic diseases to impaired fertility, birth defects and learning disabilities according to the Safer
Chemicals, Healthy Families Coalition.
To reduce exposure to the toxins that
are commonly sprayed on conventional
crops, select sustainable and organic versions of foods to prepare at home whenever possible. Such choices help keep
both our bodies and the environment
healthy and can be surprisingly affordable
compared with eating out and consuming
prepackaged convenience foods.
By substituting whole foods for
prepared foods, cooking more meals
at home and practicing good eating habits—like eating less meat and
downsizing portions—the average
person can enjoy high-quality food for
$7 to $11 per day. This matches or falls
below what the average American daily
spends on food, according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Considering that diet-related diseases can cost
afflicted families thousands of dollars a
year, better food choices can make us
not only healthier, but wealthier, too.

Green Housing
Yields Social and
Security Benefits
n Large-home inhabitants may go
all day without seeing one another
and communication and togetherness can suffer. Family members
living in small homes can more easily cultivate strong communications
and cohesion.
n Dense neighborhoods encourage
interaction and cooperation among
neighbors, nurturing a cohesive community that can reward us with social
connections, collective responsibility
and assistance when needed.
n Urban homes give vandals and
thieves fewer opportunities because
neighbors are close by and passersby
may be more readily noticed.
n Small homes can encourage
disconnecting from technology and
getting outside. When the TV can be
heard throughout the house, parents
are more likely to urge outdoor playtime for kids.
n The footprint of a small dwelling
uses a fraction of the buildable lot,
leaving more outdoor space for
planting gardens that can nourish
bodies and souls.
Source: GreenMatters.com

Crissy Trask is the author of Go Green,
Spend Less, Live Better. Connect at
CrissyTrask.com.
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The
of

Huna

(Hawaiian Shamanism)
by Amanda J. Todd, PhD

Huna is a Hawaiian form of Shamanism
that has existed for thousands of years.
Huna is an ancient science of energy,
consciousness, and heart-centered living.
Huna is Hawaiian for “that which is hidden.” It refers to things “hidden” within that
can be accessed, remembered, and incorporated into a heart-centered way of
life, as well as things hidden within the language itself. Many know the term Aloha
as a greeting for hello and goodbye, but
it also has other hidden meanings. Aloha
is about love and also refers to the sharing
of the breath of life, the connection to all.
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H

una is also about empowerment. When people are empowered, they are able to be more loving and peaceful.
People are able to create more magic in their lives and
more love as empowered individuals. As individuals live more
of their truths and find what resonates with them, then their
hearts, their world, as well as the entire world, will change.
Huna is flexible and feminine in nature, with techniques
and practices varying from island to island, village to village
and family to family. Huna includes energy work, breath
techniques, chants, visualization, psychology, connection
with the environment, and remembrance and honoring of ancestors, as well as valuing all life on Earth. Everyone must do
what works for them as individuals, and what works for one
may not work for another. With all of the available systems
and tools out there, people have many options to help them

AwakeningCharlotte.com

Huna is also about empowerment.
When people are empowered, they are
able to be more loving and peaceful.
discover their truths. The 7 principles listed below within the
Huna system are just one of the tools which, if incorporated
into daily life, can help create empowered inner and outer
changes from the heart and promote self-love.

1Be Aware (Ike):

Life is a dream constantly being created by thoughts, actions, and feelings and we can change
that dream. Awareness of thoughts is key to understanding
what is being created and how to change it. Another aspect
of Be Aware is realizing that all systems are arbitrary. This
simply refers to understanding that all systems are made up,
even Huna. People decide which systems are “true” for them;
what works for them is their truth and, thus, how they create
their world.

2

Be Free (Kala): There are no limits. However, people
limit themselves out of past conditioning, what others have said, or what they believe about themselves. Part
of feeling these limitations comes from a lack of self-love.
When self-love is present, however, there is no limit to what
can be achieved. This self-love allows room to love, grow,
dream, and manifest from their hearts. This principle teaches
that each person has unlimited potential within.

3

Be Focused (Makia): Energy flows where attention
goes, attention goes where energy flows, and everything
is energy. Staying focused on where our attention goes is one
aspect of self-love and loving others. Also, admiring beauty
or blessing beautiful things and situations increases the energy flow for desired changes and outcomes.

4

Be Here (Manawa): Being here refers to being present
in the now. The more people are able to stay in the present (heart), the more effective they are in life.

5

Be Love (Aloha): Love someone or something and be
joyful and loving in interactions. The more they love
themselves, others, and their surroundings, the more love
they will attract. To love is to share the happiness of the
breath of life (Aloha). To be deeply in love is to be deeply
connected to all.

6

Be Strong (Mana): All power comes from within. It is up
to each individual to find that self-love and to understand
that they already possess the power to change thought forms,
beliefs, etc. Huna shows that each person can tap into that
inner strength and realize that they already have the desire
and ability to change and grow more in love.

7

Be Effective (Pono): Effectiveness is the measure of truth.
When one way doesn’t work, try something else. When
people live their truths, (and all truths are different, which
makes each person unique), they are more effective and feel
better about life. When people possess self-love, they are
living their truth much easier and with less struggle and are
more effective. They can find more magical moments in their
lives and are able to help others achieve more magical lives
when they are living their truths.
Amanda Todd, PhD teaches workshops on Huna and offers
private sessions to help others remember their truths and
how to live more authentic heart centered lives. She also
offers retreats twice a year to Hawaii to connect people back
to nature and the Aloha spirit.
Visit amandatoddphd.com to learn more.

Home is where

you feel at home and
are treated well.
~The Dalai Lama
April 2014
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Qi
Whiz

Qigong Steps
Up Vitality
and Serenity

by Meredith Montgomery

A proven practice for supporting health and self-healing, qigong has
been used in China for millennia to maintain and improve physical,
mental and emotional well-being.

“Q

i” (pronounced chee) refers to
the life force or vital energy
present in all things throughout
the universe while “gong” means dedicated effort or steady practice of a skill.
Qigong is the art of working intensely
with this energy, cultivating life force.
Acupuncture physician and qigong
instructor Walter Hayley, in Bonita
Springs, Florida, became passionate
about qigong while working as a stockbroker in need of stress relief. He compares qigong’s movement of energy in the
body to water running through a hose:
“Qi is concentrated in channels throughout the body. Think of the qi as water and
those channels as a garden hose branching out to every aspect of the individual.
Stress, whether physical or emotional,
can kink the hose. Qigong helps get the
kinks out,” he explains. “It relaxes the
body, letting energy flow more efficiently,
allowing the body to heal itself.”
Qigong styles vary, but Hayley
remarks that most involve slow movement, focused awareness and special
breathing techniques. Many describe
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the practice as a moving meditation.
Qigong teacher Judith Forsyth,
in Mobile, Alabama, says, “It’s often
described as the mother of tai chi. When
the quiet, internal energy art of qigong
mixed with the powerful external martial
arts, it developed into tai chi.” She emphasizes that the focus of qigong is less
on its physical mechanics and more on
understanding how the vital force moves
through the body and can be used to
enhance health and longevity.
Inside the body, there’s an integrated network of subtle energy centers
that international Qigong Master Robert
Peng believes are connected to the
capacity for genuine happiness. The
goal is to awaken and pack these centers with qi. “By repeating slow, gentle
movements over and over, you can
develop the body’s capacity to draw qi
from the universe. It can be stored in
these centers and later channeled back
through the body to empower your
daily activities,” explains Peng, author
of The Master Key: The Qigong Secret
for Vitality, Love, and Wisdom.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

He focuses on three of the body’s big energy portals: the
“third eye”, located between the eyebrows; the “heart center”, at the center of the chest on the sternum and the “sea
of qi”, just below the navel. The idea is that when energy is
accessed in these three centers, specific spiritual qualities are
accessed: wisdom, love and vitality (respectively). Harmonizing all three is ideal.
Peng advises that when these essential elements are
woven together in balance, dynamic happiness is possible.
“You begin to project more wisdom, love, vitality, inspiration
and peacefulness. Conversations flow more smoothly. Your
life becomes more productive, meaningful and serene,” he
says. “Whatever the challenges encountered, you’ll be better
equipped to deal with them, while remaining inwardly content.”
Forsyth was first guided to qigong when the prescribed
rest, drugs, exercise and physical therapy following an accident left her with lingering neck and back problems. She
recalls, “After eight weeks of practice, I experienced significant physical improvement, not only where I had considerable pain, but in my overall energy level, ability to sleep and
the condition of my skin and hair. The peace and harmonizing meditation benefits of qigong were also affecting me
positively in other ways. I became less worried, less of a
perfectionist, less stressed out and began to experience more
joyfulness.”
While all styles benefit overall health, specific qigong exercises may be prescribed for specialized needs, from

Come Experience The Way Healthcare Should Be.
The Holistic Wellness Center of Charlotte is leading the way
in functional medicine, addressing:
R Diabetes (Type 1, 2, 1.5)
Don’t waste another minute; schedule your
R Thyroid Disorders (Hyper, Hypo, Hashimoto’s)
appointment now and see why our patients refer
R Female Endocrine Disorders
us to their friends and family!
R Autoimmune Conditions
We’re on the cutting edge...
R The most up-to-date lab tests
R The latest research information
R Natural, physician-grade supplements
R Detailed lab analysis reports

You CAN reach optimal wellness through
an integrated approach to healthcare.

Call today and see how. 704-308-2557
holisticcharlotte.com/blog
1341 E. Morehead Street Suite 102 Charlotte NC

You have a health partner in your pocket!
As a patient of ours, you will never feel like you have to go it alone. Our patient advocate is available,
free of charge, to answer questions, provide support and give guidance in between your appointments!
It’s the kind of access you just can’t get anywhere else.
CALL TODAY & MENTION THIS AD TO GET A FREE 15 MINUTE
INPERSON CONSULTATION WITH KRISTIEN!

Kristien Boyle
L.Ac.,MSOM.,Dipl.O.M., Dipl.C.H.,Dipl.Ac

Director of Functional Medicine
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Solutions for
Well-Being &
Healthy Living

naturalpet

Pooch Protocol

Dr. Leang Kim Eap, ND
General Practice Complementary
& Alternative

Dr. Eap offers preventative medicine
and also works with patients with
acute and chronic conditions
to optimize health in both
the physical and emotional levels.

Naturopathic Medicine
Kinesiology
OFFERING HEALING SERVICES FOR
Stress • Allergies • Teenager Health
• Academic/Sports Performance
• Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome

Feng Shui * Geomancy
for homes and business
Analysis of the individual property to
find any problem that affects the normal
flow of energy. By identifying these
problems, we can change the imbalance
with techniques and remedies.

Free Talks & Seminars
for Groups

DrEap.net
704.527.8089
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Good Manners Make a Dog Welcome
by Sandra Murphy

I

t seems dogs travel just about everywhere with their humans these days.
They’re spotted at home improvement stores, happy hours, drive-through
restaurants and workplaces, in addition
to their usual hangouts. To get Sparky
invited into even more people places,
he must have good manners.
“Just like with kids, not every venue
is appropriate for dogs,” advises Eileen
Proctor, a pet lifestyle expert in Denver,
Colorado. “Some dogs are more introverted and want a quiet spot to relax.
Others love a party. Know your dog and
socialize him accordingly; never force
him into an uncomfortable situation.”
Instead, help him acclimate to new
locales gradually, from a distance; stop
when he shows signs of stress. A yawn,
averted eyes, hiding behind his owner
or nervous pacing are clues that a fourlegged pal has had enough.
“Good manners at home might not
translate to public manners,” Proctor
notes. “Take practice runs to see how
your dog handles distractions.” Day
care or play dates with other dogs help
hone canine social skills, while basic
obedience—leave it, sit, stay, down, off,
an effective recall and walking nicely
on a leash—form the basis for good

manners. Reward good behavior with
praise, treats or a favorite activity.

Eating Out

Amy Burkert, the on-the-road owner
of GoPetFriendly.com, says, “After a
long day at the office or a ‘ruff’ week
at work, it’s nice to include your dog
when eating out. Pet-friendly restaurants with outdoor seating areas where
the dog can join you are becoming
more common, but always ask first.
“Dogs in dining areas should lie
quietly under your table or by your
chair,” she continues. “This is not the
time to socialize. Diners may find it
unappealing to be approached by your
dog while they’re eating. Choose a table
where your dog can be out of the way of
customers and the wait staff.” It will take
practice. “If he acts up, apologize, leave
and know that you’ll do better next
time,” says Burkert.
A good process for teaching good
restaurant manners begins with sitting
quietly with the dog when there are
few people around, and then moving
on. The next time, order an appetizer.
Increase the amount of time the pet is
expected to wait quietly, as well as the
number of distractions.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

Traveling Together

Christina Mendel, an international
business coach with offices in Germany and Italy, adds that dogs need a
safe and secure retreat from excessive
activity. Her Chihuahua mix, Balu, is
small enough to fit into a carry bag.
He can take a nap, people watch or
have a snack without fear of human
interference. “The carry bag helps
when I take clients to dinner, drive or
fly to onsite appointments,” she says.
“Many of my clients are dog owners,
so we bond because he’s well behaved and knows tricks.”
Flying presents its own challenges
because airlines limit the number of
pets on each flight. Check the company’s rules for pet size, weight and type
of crate required. Dogs ride as cargo
unless they are small enough to fit in a
carrier under the seat. Other passengers
might be fearful or allergic, so respect
their boundaries.
In the car, a dog needs to be calm
and wear a special seat belt, be crated
or otherwise restrained to keep him
safe, not distract the driver and prevent
lunging out the window.

At Work

Dogs may be welcome in the workplace.
Alexandra Blackstone, design director for
Killer Infographics, in Seattle, Washington, takes her corgi puppy, Buster, to the
office. “He was good when he was the
only dog at work,” explains Blackstone.
“When an older dog and another puppy
were there, he barked and tried to herd
them.” He didn’t read other dogs well, so
to further Buster’s dog-to-dog communication skills, Blackstone enrolled him in
doggie day care twice a week.
She advises first introducing dogs
outside of the office setting. “Communicate with coworkers as to what your dog
is working on, so everyone is consistent in
their behavior toward him. She reports that
with positive training techniques, Buster is
learning to respond well and now splits his
time between day care and the office.
“It’s your responsibility to make
taking the dog along a good experience
for all,” counsels Proctor. “That includes
using a leash and always picking up
after him, every time.”
Connect with freelance writer Sandra
Murphy of St. Louis, MO, at StLSandy@
mindspring.com.

Atrium

Animal Hospital
Integrated Animal Health

704-542-2000

www.atriumanimalhospital.com
6520 McMahon Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226
Hwy 51 & Carmel Rd

Kim Hombs, DVM, CVH, CVA
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“Venus exalted
in Pisces this
month is fortunate
for all creative
works, for money
and for love.”

Moon Magic
April 2014

Astrological Timing for Success

A

pril is the month of Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of Love. The first day each month sets the
tone. April Fool’s Day is the original Aphrodite’s
Day. Venus is good humor and the goddess of love, grace,
beauty and higher truth. Everyone becomes a fool for love
as Spring comes to flower and Venus shines brightly in the
early morning sky. Venus exalted in Pisces this month is
fortunate for all creative works, for money and for love.
The greatest shift in consciousness and being comes on
Earth Day April 22 when an extraordinary Cardinal Cross
appears in the sky with the planets Mars, Jupiter, Uranus
and Pluto located in the 14th degrees of the cardinal
signs Libra, Cancer, Aries and Capricorn. This is a key cosmic pattern for our time, it is when a new psychic foundation is laid for a new divine order of the world.
2014 brings the shift of the Ages, a convergence of
cycles and flowering of new consciousness for a new
time. All have a special role in the new creation story. As
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by Steve Nelson
each person awakens to their true calling, that person
attracts a suitable partner or partners with whom to
realize their destiny.
The Aries New Moon on Mar 30 begins the first lunar
cycle of the new zodiacal year. Everything prospers in
the rising tide of this Renaissance Spring Moon. All new
beginnings are favored now as a new creation begins
to flower. As old patterns of thought and habit break,
energy is released to flow where our attention goes. It is
time to rethink our world, feel what is needed and affirm
the ideal we wish to make real. Keeping faith and focus
we find our way and create our way in this new time.
Thoughts seeded in this Spring tide will shape the future
world to be.

Apr 1-5 A Time to Sow

Crescent New Moon
It’s time to bring forward what we wish to be realized.
What is dreamed and initiated in this Renaissance Spring

AwakeningCharlotte.com

brings blessings in years to come. This Crescent New Moon
in Aries with revolutionary Uranus signals a great awakening. Meditation now opens doorways, wishes take wing,
prayers bring blessings for this lunar cycle and the coming
year to be.

Apr 7-10 Time to Choose
(exact 4:31 am Apr 7)

1st Quarter Moon
This Moon is a scythe cutting across the sky, it’s time to cut
free trappings of the past and affirm our purpose moving
forward. Sacred to the Druids, the 1st Quarter is pivotal in
the cycle of creation. Choices made now are likely the right
ones. Breathing deeply through the light of the crown frees
energy flow up and down the spine to clear away old world
shadows and power our dreams.

Apr 8 Initiation

Ram Navami
The birth of fire god Ram is celebrated and the sacred reunion of Ram and the goddess Sita is re-enacted in Hindu
temples. Ram is the divine king who returns to annihilate
evil. Prayers made to the Sun at Sunrise are a common
feature of this festival celebrating the renewal of the Sun
in early Spring. It is believed that Ram fulfills the wishes of
all who fast and pray this day.

April 14-15 Making Changes

Passover /Shamballa Full Moon
Passover (from Sunset Apr 14 for 8 days) is the time to cross
“the Red Sea” from the old world to the new. The hours of
Sunrise are ideal times for making changes in ourselves
and in the world.

The Spiritual Sun is reborn this Sunday at Sunrise following
the 1st Spring reunion of the Sun and Moon. Meeting the
Sun on Easter Sunday is an ancient shamanic tradition. As
the vital spirit of Spring rises to meet the solar light, we
become conscious of who we are becoming in the new
creation to be.

Apr 22 Celebrate the World

Earth Day
The Earth is alive and becoming conscious as we become
aware of our global interconnectedness. A Cardinal Cross
with Mars, Jupiter, Uranus and Pluto marks the foundation
by Steve
Nelson
of an effectual ecological consciousness
in the
world. Also
indicated is the coming to be of an egalitarian economic
order that facilitates a more universal prosperity.

Apr 22-24 3rd Quarter Moon
(exact 3:52 am Feb 22)

Realizing Dreams
This Moon cuts away all that distracts from putting dreams
into action. The 3rd Quarter Moon integrates new ideas into
creative expression; it’s time to follow our bliss and do what
feels good in concert with the whole.

Apr 25-28 Make a Wish!

Balsamic Moon
This is the Wishing Moon, a time to put wishes on the air.
Moon shadows, old life patterns, go out with the waning
tide. We just breathe in, breathe out and let go. As psychic
shadows dissolve in the astral sea, chi is set free to realize
our dreams.

Apr 28-30 Follow the Light Within

The Shamballa Full Moon (Apr 15) begins the 2-month
“higher interlude,” the most creative period of the year.
Shamballa is a mystic city and spiritual will center of the
Earth. A new spiritual consciousness is seeded to that will
unfold its magic through the year. This Sun in Aries Full
Moon powers our awakening into this new world.

Dark of the Moon /Taurus New Moon
The day before New Moon until Sunset a day after is time for
inner work to seed the new cycle; outer activity is favored
after the new crescent appears (Apr 30). Old Moon shadows
give way as we connect with the light and breathe. The New
Moon (2:14 am Apr 29) is a cosmic spring that flows freely
as we slow down.

Easter Sunday
Easter is the 1st Sunday following the 1st Full Moon after
Spring Equinox.

Steve Nelson is a professional astrologer who uses Tarot, name
analysis, and traditional astrology to help clients understand
personal myths and realize natural abilities. He can be reached
at 704-375-3759, stevenelson@carolina.rr.com. GaiaAstrology.com.

Apr 20 Greet the Sun

Over 20 years
healing experience
Experience feeling "seen,"

intrinsically valued and unconditionally loved

Profound stress and pain reduction
Jump-start healing through
gentle yet powerful Reiki

Angelic Realms

Rev. Sylvia Scott, M.ED., CRMT

704.752.3532

AngelicSylvia.com
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430-9595. rooted-relationship-parenting.weebly.
com. 725 Providence Rd. St. 205.

FRIDAY, APRIL 11
TUESDAY, APRIL 1
Free Alkaline Water Clinic - 11-7pm. Free. Clinic
on Alkaline Ionized Water. Learn about great tasting
water that aides in losing weight, detoxifies, delivers
antioxidants, is super hydrating, boost energy by
PH balancing and is rich in oxygen. 9105-B Pineville Matthews Road, Pineville, NC 28134, 704-5404848, MigunCharlotte.com.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2
The 7 Element Series with Amanda Todd – 6-8pm.
Meets every Wed in April. Month of Water. (Emotions and Movement) Bringing awareness to the
benefits of time spent with various types of water;
guided meditation using Cherokee and Celtic water
rituals. $111 for all 4. 155 Joe Knox Rd., Mooresville, NC 28117, 704-662-0946, AhlaraInternational.com/workshops.

THURSDAY, APRIL 3
Discovering Inner Peace - 7:30-9pm. $15. When
we talk of peace we can mean many different things:
quiet, the absence of turmoil, or the absence of
war. Each of these addresses Peace as if it is some
condition or state that exists outside of us. In this
workshop we will consider peace more deeply, as
a quality that exists within each of us. Elemental
Healing Charlotte/CM Room, Register: BreatheBeMeditate.com, or 704-443-8623.

FRIDAY, APRIL 4

Singing Bowl and Gongs Meditation - 2:304pm, $20. This is a time to restore your natural
vibration, facilitate optimal wellness and enhance
personal harmony. Unity of Charlotte 401 E. Arrowood Road 704-523-0062, UnityofCharlotte.org.
Down to Earth Day - 10-2pm. Free. Union County
Master Gardeners hosting activities including a 5k Trail
Run at 8 am! Exhibit/Vendors Booths, Arts & Crafts and
activities, Music, Entertainment, presentations, talks &
demonstrations and more! Pre-register at SportOften.
com. ucmgwebsite@gmail.com, 704-283-3822.
Sierra Club Hike - 10am. Easy 4-5 miles through
Latta Plantation Nature Preserve - a diversity of natural communities, including a Piedmont Prairie Restoration site that protects the federally endangered
Schweinitz’s sunflower. Register: lindasuealley@
hotmail.com , sierraclub.centpiedchair@gmail.com
Sharing The Oils of The Gods - 1-3pm. $25. At
one time essential oils were more valuable than gold!
In combination with healing crystals enter a new
vibratory healing milieu! 704-896-3111, meetup.
com/thenook/#calendar

SUNDAY, APRIL 6
Intensive Reiki Workshop with Barbara Hall –
Two days (also April 13). 10-5pm. Life time Educator
and Reiki Master. Course results in Certification as
a Reiki I and II Practitioner through the International
Center for Reiki Training. Level I - $200; Level II
$175. 155 Joe Knox Rd., Mooresville, NC 28117.
704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com/workshops.

Migun “Footbath Friday” - 11- 5pm. Migun Wellness Charlotte is offering detoxification foot baths
by Aqua Chi. Detoxify, Heal, Energize, Boost
your Immune System and Balance Energy Pathways. Mention Natural Awakenings & receive $10
off. 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd, Pineville, NC
28134, 704-540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com.

MONDAY APRIL 7

You Too Can See Auras! - 6-7pm $20. Auras - We
all have them and you can learn to see them! What
color are you?! Raven Moon Emporium, 803-8182133, ravenmoonemporium.com

TUESDAY, APRIL 8

Spiritual Belly Dancing with Fariba - 6-7:30pm
- $25. An evening of dance to honor the sacred nature of the Mother Dance in context of its healing
and meditative powers, embracing and celebrating
the female form and her spirit. 155 Joe Knox Rd.,
Mooresville, NC 28117. 704-662-0946, AhlaraInternational.com/workshops.

SATURDAY, APRIL 5
Ahlara’s Psychic Fair, A Celebration of Spirit
- 1-5pm. Individual appointments with 8 different modalities – readers/messengers/healers. Foot
reflexology, Reiki, Astrology Readings, Card Readings, Spiritual Resolution. Call to make appointments. 155 Joe Knox Rd., Mooresville, NC 28117,
704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com/workshops.
Meditation Workshop - 1:30-4:30pm. $35. Find
a meditation style that suits you. Experience a
variety of techniques including yogic, Buddhist,
mindfulness, concentration, movement, sound and
more. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
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Free Energy Exchange -7-8:30pm. All Modalities!
All energy workers are invited to participate; come
to give and receive and enjoy fellowship with other
energy workers. Register: Our-Place-in-cornelius@
meetup.com or at classes@TranspersonalPower.com

Eat Your Way to Better Health - 11:30am.
Free. Bring your lunch and learn what foods you
should eat to improve and maintain vibrant health.
Hallelujah Acres, 916 Cox Road, Gastonia, NC
28054, hadiet.com/classes, 1-800-915-9355.
Interactive World Shamanic Perspectives Book
Club - 6:30-8:30pm, $10. Book Discussion of Fire in the
Head: Shamanism and the Celtic Spirit by Tom Cowan.
Our Place Cornelius, NC. AmandaToddPhd.com.
Holistic Health Network Meeting - 6:45pm. Free.
Speaker Nelsa Cioppnni, MD, of the Optimal Health
Medicine Center, on Gut Health, Key Steps to a Healthy
Immune System. Belle Radenbaugh. 704-575-1153. St.
Gabriel’s Health Ministry Center, 3016 Providence Rd,
NCHolisticNetwork.com

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9
Rooted Relationship Parenting - Sliding scale
$150-$350. 6-week course. 6:30-8:30pm. How
to cultivate a deep connection of unconditional
love with our children and ourselves. Learn about
why our children behave the way they do and how
we can use our relationship to compassionately
communicate support and guidance for authentic,
self-aware, conscious living. Vanessa Walter 704-

Peak Performance Mastermind Workshop with
Dr. Ed Bice - 6:30- 8:30 pm. $30 at the door or $20
in advance. Personal Power Affirmations, Personal
Mission Statement, Goal Setting/Visualization.
Bring a friend or family member and the second
ticket is 1/2 off. Ahlara International Spa, 155 Joe
Knox Rd., Mooresville, NC 28117, 704-662-0946,
AhlaraInternational.com/workshops
Subtle Yoga RYT200 Training - 10wks thru Jan.
2015. 4/11: 6-9pm, 4/12: 8:30am-5:30pm, 4/13:
8:30am-4:30pm. $2195. For experienced or aspiring
yoga teachers, therapists, educators, health professionals, or practitioners, the Subtle Yoga approach
provides you with an accessible, therapeutic, and
public-health oriented structure in which to experience the vast benefits of yoga! Elemental Healing
Charlotte/CM Room, Register: SubtleYogaCharlotte.com or 980-322-4518.
Power Animals - 6-7:30pm, $25. Meet the Power
Animals assisting you on your journey, and discover
how you can strengthen your connection! Raven Moon
Emporium, 803-818-2133, ravenmoonemporium.com
Overview of the Chakras with Sherrie Avitan
- 7-9pm, $20. Chakras…what are they? What do
they do? How do they relate to you? Register: OurPlace-in-cornelius@meetup.com or at classes@
TranspersonalPower.com
The Beautiful Truth Movie - 7:30pm. $5. Free popcorn
and beverage. Based on the work of Dr. Max Gerson
and proposes a direct link between diet and a cure for
cancer. Practical guide to the intensive nutritional treatment of cancer and other life threatening diseases. 401 E.
Arrowood Road, 704-523-0062, UnityofCharlotte.org.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12
Metaphysical Men’s Group - 9:30-11am. $10.
Monthly group will focus on sharing experiences
and knowledge; A short meditation will be included;
Facilitated by Gary Dobson,CCP. Register at OurPlace-in-cornelius@meetup.com or at classes@
TranspersonalPower.com
Wisdom From Knowledge Erases Karma - 10am12noon $25. Join visiting medium and psychic Jan
Petrie in an exploration deep into the gift of your
intuition. Readings Available, call to schedule. 704896-3111, meetup.com/thenook/#calendar
Ways of Leaving a Legacy - 10-3:30pm. $60. Explore
the many ways of leaving a legacy through writing
ethical wills, mentoring, teaching, praying, storytelling,
protecting nature, encore careers. Create a visual image
of your legacy through SoulCollage®. Co-facilitated
by Lyndall Hare, Gerontologist and Cindy Ballaro. The
Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.
PEMF Demonstrations - 10-3pm. Chronic pain? Experience the next generation in powerful, non-invasive
pain relief with Pulsing Electromagnetic Fields and feel
better faster. 9105-BPineville Matthews Road, Pineville, NC 28134, 704-540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com.
Student Reiki Clinic Treatments - 11-2pm. $20
for 30 minutes. Our monthly Reiki Clinics offer
support for your health and well-being through treatments provided by dedicated volunteer practitioners
in a professional supervised healing setting. Reservations Required: AReikiLife.com,704-996-4079.
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Eat Your Way to Better Health - 11:30am.
Free. Bring your lunch and learn what foods you
should eat to improve and maintain vibrant health.
Hallelujah Acres, 916 Cox Road, Gastonia, NC
28054, hadiet.com/classes, 1-800-915-9355.
Life Lift Course - 7 weeks. 12-2:00pm. Contact
for pricing. Join Gina Spriggs for an in-depth, lifechanging intensive, comprehensive 7-wk program for
overcoming fears and negative mindsets while creating
your perfect life with clarity and purpose! Elemental
Healing Charlotte/Library, Register: Tarologist.com.
Balancing the Divine Feminine and Sacred Masculine Within with Robbie Warren - 1-4:30pm. $48.
Explore these different energies and create the pathway
to healing and balance within. Open to men and women
who are seeking a more balanced walk through life. 155
Joe Knox Rd., Mooresville, NC 28117, 704-662-0946,
AhlaraInternational.com/workshops.
Portal to Shamanism - 1-3pm. Share the renaissance of an ancient spiritual practice; a class
designed to be a gateway to ancient knowledge
and sorcerer’s visioning. Bring your drum. Ages
18+. 704-896-3111, meetup.com/thenook/#calendar.
Awaken to the World of Meditation - 1-4:30. $10.
Join us as we explore the basics and learn why this tried
and true practice is changing lives. Let us, together, take
the mystery out of Meditation. We will delve into the
fundamentals and get a working knowledge of how to
begin this life-enhancing practice of breath work, body
awareness, and non-judgmental observation. alexisjstein@yahoo.com, 200 North Sharon Amity, Charlotte.

MONDAY APRIL 14
Amp up your Intuition with Stones & Crystals
-7-9pm, $15. Natural Intuit Linda Thunberg and
Huna Master Amanda Todd, will help you develop
and trust your own intuition with of crystals and
stones. Elemental Healing, Suite 200, 5200 Park Rd.
Charlotte Register: Amanda Todd at 336-337-0223
or at classes@transpersonalPower.com

TUESDAY, APRIL 15
Morning Psychic Development Group -$15.
10am-12pm. Join Natural Intuit Linda Thunberg in
this Psychic Development Group; empower your
innate intuition and abilities! Awareness, Meditation & Practice. Register: Our-Place-in-cornelius@
meetup.com or at classes@TranspersonalPower.com
Overcoming Sickness and Disease - 11:30am.
Free. Bring your lunch and learn what foods you
should eat to improve and maintain vibrant health.
Hallelujah Acres, 916 Cox Road, Gastonia, NC
28054, hadiet.com/classes, 1-800-915-9355.
Interactive Shamanic Perspectives Book Club
- 6:30-8:30pm,$10. Book Discussion of Fire in the
Head: Shamanism and the Celtic Spirit by Tom Cowan.
OUR Place Cornelius, NC. AmandaToddPhd.com.
Past Life Group Regression - 7-9pm, $30. Linda
Thunberg MHt will facilitate a Group Regression to
explore one or more of your past lives to discover
people or situations. Elemental Healing Library,
5200 Park Rd., Charlotte Register: 704-237-3561
or classes@TranspersonalPower.com.
Full Moon Shamanic Journey - 7:30pm. $20. A
special level of consciousness to work with intuitive and spiritual guidance for healing, obtaining
information and working through personal issues.
HarmonyYogaNC.com.
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16

Sierra Club Central Piedmont Chapter Meeting
-7pm. Free. RSVP for pizza at 6:30. You do not have to
be a member to attend. Jim Windle and Marc DeLuca
will share their experience paddling around Florida
from the Alabama state line to the Georgia state line
by kayak. Info:kayakaroundflorida.wordpress.com.
Mahlon Adams Pavilion at Freedom Park, 2435
Cumberland Ave. sierraclub.centpiedchair@gmail.
com. CharlotteSierraClub.org

Life Between Lives Seminar and Group Hypnosis
- 6:30-9pm, $30. This powerful spiritual regression
technique (LBL) can help you if you are seeking to
answer life’s deepest questions, and can also be of
enormous benefit to anyone interested in life after
death! Register at:Our-Place-in-cornelius@meetup.
com or at classes@TranspersonalPower.com
Reiki Informational Talk - 7-9pm. Free. Haven’t
experienced Reiki yet? Join us at A Reiki Life
Treatment & Training Center for a FREE informal
talk on Reiki. Learn what Reiki is, what treatment
is like, and about the degrees for training. A Reiki
Life students will be available to offer sample treatment. RSVP: AReikiLife.com, 704-996-4079, or
Nancy@AReikiLife.com
Death Café -7pm to 8:30pm. $10. The concept of a
Death Café is to bring a once taboo subject out into
the open. We will cry, laugh, be provoked by other’s
values and views, and expand our own thinking in
this experience. Dr. Lyndall Hare facilitator. The
Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

THURSDAY, APRIL 17
Soul Widows Support Group-11am-12:30. Free. For
widows, 60 and younger, who have experienced the loss
of their spouse or significant other. An intimate space to
share grief through speaking and listening to each other’s
stories. The Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.
Stones 101 - 6:30-8pm. $20. Learn basics of Stones
and Crystals: How to Choose, Store, Cleanse and
Program. Preregister at npetrozelli@gmail.com.

SATURDAY, APRIL 19
Removing The UN From Happiness - 10am12noon $25. Cary, NC Artist, Betsy Yenner,
inheriting generations of mediumship, teaches
powerful techniques on how to change your life
and your relationships. 704-896-3111, meetup.com/
thenook/#calendar.
Grow Good Health - 1-3pm $25. Grow your own
produce? No digging! No weeds! No bending! Easy,
convenient, fast and healthy… in a small space!
Save on water too! 704-896-3111, meetup.com/
thenook/#calendar.

MONDAY, APRIL 21
Pathways to Intuition - $15. 7-9pm. Learn how
to align your heart to your soul’s desire to be
a spiritual being having a physical experience.

Pendulum 101 - 7-8:30pm, $25. Learn to properly
use and clean Pendulums, and the most effective
way to pose your questions! The Bag Lady, 704338-9778, the-bag-lady.biz

THURSDAY, APRIL 24

Awareness, Meditation & Practice- all levels welcome. Register: Our-Place-in-cornelius@meetup.
com or at classes@TranspersonalPower.com.

TUESDAY, APRIL 22
Sustainability Awards + Earth Day Celebration $55/65. Join us for an inspiring evening to celebrate
our region›s most outstanding sustainability leaders.
UNCC Center City Building, 320 E. 9th St., Charlotte
NC 28208. Tickets & info: SustainCharlotte.org/events.
Pendulums - 10am-12pm. $15. Pendulum basics…
how to pick one, hold it and query it. Chakra clearing too! Register: Our-Place-in-cornelius@meetup.
com or at classes@TranspersonalPower.com
Eat Your Way to Better Health - 11:30am.
Free. Bring your lunch and learn what foods you
should eat to improve and maintain vibrant health.
Hallelujah Acres, 916 Cox Road, Gastonia, NC
28054, hadiet.com/classes, 1-800-915-9355.
Super Charge Your Power of Manifestation with
Nancy Petrozelli - 6:30-8pm. $20. Learn how to
set up, activate and maintain grids. Stones 101 prerequisite recommended. Preregister at npetrozelli@
gmail.com or OUR-Place-in-cornelius@meetup.com

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
Zen Sketching - 10am-12:00pm, $10. Join Artist
Sherrie Avitan’ as she guides you through Zen of
Sketching. No experience necessary. Register: OurPlace-in-cornelius@meetup.com or at classes@
TranspersonalPower.com

Intro to Tarot - 10:30am-12:30pm, $275. (thru
May 29) If you have been itching to learn Tarot, or
desperate to improve your skills, This is the class for
you! The Bag Lady, 704-338-9778, the-bag-lady.biz
Kangan Water 101 - 11:30am. Free. All water is not
the same. Come out and learn all about this amazing
alkaline and ionized water. Hallelujah Acres, 916
Cox Road, Gastonia, NC 28054, hadiet.com/classes,
1-800-915-9355.
Invoking Clarity, Understanding and Connection ~Three Channels, different messages-6:309pm, $30. Linda, Bea & Sherrie will connect
with your guides, spirit, angels and loved ones to
deliver messages to empower you! Register: OurPlace-in-cornelius@meetup.com or at classes@
TranspersonalPower.com

FRIDAY, APRIL 25
Invoking Clarity, Understanding - 6:30-9pm, $20.
Natural Intuits Linda Thunberg & Bea will connect
with your guides, spirit, angels and loved ones to
deliver messages to empower you! Elemental Healing
Community Room, 5200 Park Rd., Charlotte Register:
704-237-3561 or classes@TranspersonalPower.com
Sound Therapy Workshop with David Hulse Friday 7-9 pm, Saturday 10-5, Sunday 1-5. 12 Hour
Intensive Workshop that will help you reconnect
with your inner energy potential using the sounds
of the ancient Solfeggio frequencies to balance and
impart harmony in your life. Unity of Charlotte, 401
E Arrowood Rd, Charlotte, NC 28217. Advance
Registration required. Register by April 15 and
save $50. Info/Reg Line: 980-949-8921. Details:
SomaEnergetics.com.

When your values
are clear to you,
making decisions
becomes easier.
~Roy E. Disney
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SATURDAY, APRIL 26
Huna I/II - 9am-7 pm, $160. Learn Hawaiian
Energy Work, Kahi Loa, Kahi, Kaulike, 7 elements
breathing, and a Hawaiian Chant. OUR Place Cornelius, NC. AmandaToddPhd.com.
Sage-ing International Carolinas Chapter -10am1pm-donations accepted. Discussing and exploring
ways to promote sage-ing in the Carolinas, including
sponsoring sage-ing workshops, bringing information
about Sage-ing International to our chapter. Dr. Lyndall Hare facilitator. The Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd,
TheRespite.org
Migun “Sauna Saturday” - 10-3pm. Improve
cardiovascular health, relieve pain & stress, lose
weight, detoxify, improve your skin and simply
relax in Migun’s Far Infrared Sauna. Call for an
appointment and mention Natural Awakenings &
receive $10 off. Migun Wellness Charlotte, 9105B Pineville Matthews Rd, Pineville, NC 28134 , 704540-4848, Miguncharlotte.com.

SUNDAY, APRIL 27
CelticStar Mystery School: Water Element $111. 10-8pm. Connect with the water element on
a deeper level, visit amandatoddphd.com for more
information. OUR Place 19900 S. Main St, Suite
4F, Cornelius, NC 28031.
Happy Life Dharma - 6-7:30pm, Cash Donation for
Charity. Get Happy! You are invited to join us for a
Dharma talk and meditation. Learn how to integrate
ancient Buddhist teachings into your modern daily life.
No prior meditation skills needed. All are welcome!
meetup.com/Happy-Life-Dharma or HappyLifeDharma.org. The Nook 19621 W. Catawba Avenue,
Cornelius, NC 28031

TUESDAY, APRIL 29
Overcoming Sickness and Disease - 11:30am.
Free. Bring your lunch and learn what foods you
should eat to improve and maintain vibrant health.
Hallelujah Acres, 916 Cox Road, Gastonia, NC
28054, hadiet.com/classes, 1-800-915-9355.
Aromatherapy 101- 1:30 -3:30pm. $25. Learn
the therapeutic benefits of essential oils and
how to use them to improve your health, combat
headaches, allergies, insomnia, muscle pain and
more. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Essential principals of intuition - 7-9pm, $20. Con-

nection...spiritual, intuitive connection to spirituality,
energy and protection. It is the foundation class for
all of the principles of intuition. Facilitated by Linda
Thunberg & Sherrie Avitan. Elemental Healing 5200
Park Rd. Suite 200 Charlotte. Register: 704-2373561 or at classes@TranspersonalPower.com

plan ahead

Transpersonal Power Presents Matt Ventui in
Concert - 7pm. Singing original compositions while
playing the Hang and the Gubal, two rare and new
instruments. $15 advance tickets, $20 at the door.
Adults only please. “Matt’s performances opens the
heart, quiets the mind and touches the soul” Arun
Gandhi, author, lecturer, and grandson of Mahatma
Gandhi. MattVentui.com. OUR Place, 19900 S.
Main St. Suite 4F, Cornelius, NC. TranspersonalPower.com.

MAY 17

The Daring Way™ Workshop - Two days. $425
($450 after 4/11). 2-day educational and experiential
workshop that will transform the way you live, love,
parent and lead. The Daring Way™ - Show Up/Be
Seen/Live Brave. Register at KelleyDoyle.com, The
Cornwell Center at Myers Park Baptist Church, 2001
Selwyn Ave., Charlotte, NC 28207.

Reiki First Degree - 9:30am-6pm. Weekend, Fri
& Sat. $250. This 3-month program will prepare
you for a daily self-practice to support healing and
growth; and to give treatment informally to family,
friends, and pets. Ongoing support is provided for
all students that complete this program, including
practice and volunteer opportunities. Details/Register: AReikiLife.com, 704-996-4079, or Nancy@
AReikiLife.com

MAY 3

MAY 31

Life Coach Certification - Two days. Learn the
tools, skills and strategies to build a profitable coaching practice. If you’ve got a passion to help others,
we can teach you a proven, success-oriented system
that allows you to begin your coaching career with
confidence! Call 954-448-7648 to register or visit
CoachingExcellenceInstitute.com.

Techniques: One Body Basics - 9am-6pm, 8 CEs for
bodyworkers [MTs, PTs, OTs] with NCBTMB-Approved Instructor Linda McCrea, EdD, LMBT; Learn
four gentle hands-on techniques that work deeply with
the nervous system to improve or re-create balance and
ease in structure and function – all within comfort for
both client and practitioners. 5200 Park Road. Register:
OneBodyTouchWorks.com, $130 by April 21.

MAY 1

MAY 4
Spring into Summer Psychic Fair – 12-5pm.
Presented by Tarot with a Twist. Find out what
summer has in store for you! Many featured readers
and vendors. Mugs Coffee Shop, 5126 Park Road.
CharlottePsychicFair.com

MAY 10
Student Reiki Clinic Treatments - 11-2pm. $20
for 30 minutes. Our monthly Reiki Clinics offer
support for your health and well-being through treatments provided by dedicated volunteer practitioners
in a professional supervised healing setting. Reservations Required: AReikiLife.com, 704-996-4079.
Spring Food, Fun & Fortunes Psychic Fair 10am-3pm. 15 minute readings for $25 by some of
Charlotte’s best Psychics. Stones, Crystals, Gifts &
More… bring mom for mother’s day! 19900 S. Main
St, Suite #5 Cornelius, NC. TranspersonalPower.com.

JUNE 1
Female Brain & Hormones - 9am-2pm, $80
by April 21. 5 CEs for bodyworkers [MTs, PTs,
OTs, other healthcare professionals] with NCBTMB-Approved Instructor Linda McCrea, EdD,
LMBT; Focus on the impact of the female brain
and hormonal changes on the phases of women’s
lives. Explore mind-body connections, healing and
self-care techniques and practices. 5200 Park Road.
Register: OneBodyTouchWorks.com.
Ethics: Personal Cycles of Service - 3-6pm, $50
by April 21. 3 CEs for bodyworkers [MTs, PTs, OTs,
other healthcare professionals] with NCBTMBApproved Instructor Linda McCrea, EdD, LMBT;
5200 Park Road. Delve more deeply into professional
and ethical stages of service for caregivers and healing
practitioners. Explore personal stages in serving others.
Identify your own current stage and choose personal action steps. Register: OneBodyTouchWorks.com.

Spring into Fern!
Enjoy 15% off your next meal
Charlotte’s Top 25 Restaurants
Best Vegetarian Restaurant
Local Produce
Vegan Friendly
Expires 5/1/14. Limit One Per Table
Serving Lunch, Dinner and Weekend Brunch
1323 Central Avenue | 704-377-1825
April 2014
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ongoingevents
sunday
“Living the Course” - 9-10am with David Hulse and
Rev. Alan Batten for the Unity of Charlotte version of
“Sunday School” focusing on A Course In Miracles
and how to apply the principles to every day living!
Unity of Charlotte, 401 E Arrowood Rd, Charlotte NC
28217. 704-523-0062 unityofcharlotte.org.
Unity of Lake Norman Services - 10am12noon. Love Offering. Service including:
gratitude, Daily Word devotional, meditation/
visualization, lesson, love offering, music. Group
lunch afterwards! 704-896-3111, Meetup.com/
thenook/#calendar.
Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service - 10:30am. Open minds, open hearts, open
doors describes this spiritual community. We offer
classes throughout the week and a vibrant and
joyous Sunday Celebration Service with terrific
music and inspiring messages. 401 E Arrowood
Rd. 704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org.
The Spiritual Gathering - 10:30am. $10. Find
inner freedom. Learn to bond with happiness - not
pain. Stop spinning the egoic wheel, so that true
peace and happiness is experienced right here, right
now. 820 East Blvd. 704-563-2941, 704-451-2459.
Spiritual Living Center of Charlotte Sunday Service - 10:30am. A welcoming, loving and high energy
service that embraces all people and all walks of life.
We believe that God is bigger than any religion that
tries to explain it, including our own. Actor’s Theatre
of Charlotte, 650 E. Stonewall St. SLCCharlotte.com.
Mind & Meditation Session - 10:30am, Free.
Experience Breathing Techniques and Guided
Meditation. Art of Living Center, 8632 Wilkinson
Blvd, Charlotte, NC - 28214. Artofliving.org/us-en

monday
Monday Morning Meditation - 9-9:50am. $5.
Bringing like minds and hearts together, this once
a week period of stillness may be just what you need
to start each week with a happy sigh. 19621 W
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Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-896-3111.
meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar
Integrative Yoga for Deep Relaxation - 5:30/7pm. Free
class for 1st timers. Breathing techniques, gentle poses.
aromatherapy, massage & meditation to peacefully
bring you into the present moment. All levels, beginners welcome. 704-277-3887. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Meditation - 6-7 pm. $10. With Dr. Leslie Wells - Sessions are non-religious and wonderful practical tools
for enhanced balanced living, and accessing greater
health of your physical body, mind, and enhanced
awareness. 155 Joe Knox Rd., Mooresville, NC 28117,
704-662-0946. AhlaraInternational.com/workshops
Beginners Tai Chi for Fitness and Self-defense
- 6:30-7:45pm. Learn authentic Tai Chi under the
guidance of 20th generation Tai Chi master instructor, Lao Shi, Camilo Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM. Regular
practice can improve health outcomes, enhance
fitness level, relieve chronic pain, reduce stress and
anxiety, improve mood, boost energy levels and
develop self-defense skills.14136 Lancaster Hwy,
Charlotte. 704-542-8088 EmpowerLifeCenter.com
Psychic Development/Mental Mediumship for
Beginners - 6:30-8pm. $20. 1st&2nd Mon. Curious
about Psychic Development? Interested in learning
the magic of meeting and working with your Spirit
Guides? Join us for this new addition to Development!
19621 W Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-896-3111.
meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar
The Sacred Activists Second Wave Spirituality
Group - 7pm. 2nd & 4th Mon. There is a great spiritual
reformation sweeping across our land that is calling us
to come together in our love for God and our passion
for justice to work together for solidarity, equanimity,
inclusive rights and to take care of planet earth. 401 E.
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.
Oneness Blessing -7pm. Love offering. 1st and 3rd
Mon. Non-denominational experience that transfers
physical energy, awakening our connection with the
oneness in everything, allowing each of us to deepen
our relationship with others and our creator. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.
Meditation Group - 7-8:30pm 2nd Mondays. Free.
Join Marcie Browning of Chrysalis Hypnosis Center
for a spiritual message, to meditate as a group and
time to share/mingle prior to conclusion. Elemental
Healing/CM Room 980-224-2089 MWBrowningChr@gmail.com MindBodySpiritBiz.com

Weekly Insight (Vipassana) Meditation - 7:308:30pm. Donation. Brief talk, followed by 30 minute
meditation session, and then discussion period. Appropriate for all levels of experience. Yoga for Life,
1410 W Morehead St. Charlotte, NC. 704-995-4860.

tuesday
Gentle Restorative Yoga – 9:30-11am. Release
muscular and mental tension with flowing poses and
breath, as well as restorative postures using props
for deep joint opening. Great for beginners or those
wanting deep relaxation. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Aqua Chi Detox Footbaths - 10am-5pm - $35.
Detoxify, cleanse, relax and rejuvenate from the
inside out! Benefits can include: increased energy,
boost to immune system, better sleep and more!
Healthy Home Market, 5410 Independence Blvd.
Register with Aleesha, 704-995-5337.
Feed your Soul Meditation Group - 12pm. $5 donation. Perfect for your lunch break. 5200 Park Rd, Ste
200B. 850-380-0561. PranicHealingCharlotte.com
Restorative Yoga - 6:30-7:30pm. $15. These
classes will focus on creating a place to release,
revitalize and relax as we focus on meditative
breathing practices, positive mantras and healing
postures. Beginner-friendly. Led by Cat Babbie.
4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org
The Meditation for Peace Assembly - 7pm. Love
offering. A group meditation for peace in our world
that includes a short introduction and two 20 minute
times of silent meditation. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

wednesday
Restorative Flow Yoga - 5:30 & 7pm. Breathing
techniques, gentle poses, aromatherapy, massage
and meditation to peacefully bring you into the
present moment. All levels, beginners welcome.
704-277-3887 HarmonyYogaNC.com
QiGong Class with Fabiola - 6:30-7:45pm. $10.
Energizing, peaceful and grounding. Beginners
and Intermediate welcome. 6100 Monroe Rd. Info:
fabiolagc888@gmail.com or 704-497-6336.

AwakeningCharlotte.com

Young Adult Support Group - 6:30-8pm. $25.
2nd & 4th Wed of month. Young adults who have
experienced the loss of a parent will find a safe
environment in which they can share their grief and
their emotions. This is open group and individuals
may join at any time. Jes McFadden, LPC facilitator.
4919 Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org
Evening Guided Meditation and Automatic
Writing- 6:30-8pm. $20. Taking you to Your
Source, leading you to empowerment, this hour long
guided visualization will help you connect with your
Highest-Self, to fully express optimism and wonder.
19621 W Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-8963111. meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar.
“The Gathering” with David Hulse, D.D. -7-9 pm.
A mid-week spiritual renewal service celebrating the
human spirit through expression and music. On the
3rdWednesday The Gathering joins the Myrtle Fillmore Center for Spiritual Healing for a Community
Healing Service. 401 E Arrowood Rd, Charlotte NC
28217. 704-523-0062, unityofcharlotte.org.

Where philosophy, psychology, and religion end, A
Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood Road.
704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.
Aqua Chi Detox Footbaths - 10am-5pm - $35.
Detoxify, cleanse, relax and rejuvenate from the
inside out! Benefits can include: increased energy,
boost to immune system, better sleep and more!
Healthy Home Market, 5410 Independence Blvd.
Register with Aleesha, 704-995-5337.

Diabetes Association and Charlotte’s Inaugural Tour
de Cure event to be held May 31st. Migun Wellness
Center, 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd, Pineville,
NC 28134.704-540-4848, MigunCharlotte.com or
tour.diabetes.org.

friday

Psychic Development /Mental Mediumship 11am-2:30pm & 6:30-8pm. $20. Learn and grow
the intuitive side of Your-Self. Explore and expand
the depth of your own skills and gifts journey into
another realm. Mediumship is always practiced!
19621 W Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-8963111. meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar

Taoist QiGong Meetup - 6:30-8pm. $10. Learn
the philosophy and power behind Taoist QiGong
with Yadi Alamin, Author, Instructor, Clinician,
LMBT, NMT and Certified Reflexologist. Elemental
Healing/CM Room. Register jiyad7@gmail.com.
704-993-8321. TheQiGongTherapist.com

Exploring The Akashic Records - 1-3pm. $20.
What are Akashic Records? Are you ready to begin
a journey of discovery with this compendium of
mystical knowledge encoded in a non-physical
plane of existence? 704-896-3111, meetup.com/
thenook/#calendar.

saturday

Weekly Insight (Vipassana) Meditation - 7:308:30pm (Instruction at 7pm). Silent 30-minute
meditation begins at 7:30 followed by dharma
talk & discussion. For all levels of experience.
200 N Sharon Amity, Charlotte. 704-995-4860.
IMCCharlotte.org

Meditation plus Pranic Healing Clinic - 7pm. $10.
Learn and practice the “Meditation on Twin Hearts”
followed by a Pranic Healing mini-session. 5200
Park Rd, Ste 200B. 850-380-0561. PranicHealingSouth@gmail.com. PranicHealingCharlotte.com

thursday

Reiki Share - 7pm. Love Offering. Share in the
loving gift of Reiki energy. Facilitated by Usui Reiki
Master, Catherine Reed. 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704523-0062, UnityofCharlotte.org.

A Course in Miracles - 9:30am. Free will offering.
A transformative ongoing study group open to all.

Migun “Tour de Cure Day”-11am-8pm. Get a 30
minute therapeutic far infrared acupressure massage
for a voluntary donation to help support the American

Integrative Yoga for Deep Relaxation– 8:30 &
10:15am. Breathing techniques, gentle poses.
aromatherapy, massage and meditation to peacefully bring you into the present moment. All
levels, beginners welcome. 704-277-3887. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
SoulCollage - 1:30-4:30pm. $35 (includes all
supplies). 2nd Saturday of month. A creative and
lighthearted collage process with Margaret Wyche
that allows one to explore their life, inner wisdom
and intuition. Register: mwyche@carolina.rr.com.
704-807-3635. ElementalHealingCharlotte.com.
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communityresourceguide
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our
community. To find out how you can be included in the Community Resource Guide email ads@awakeningcharlotte.com to request our media kit.

ACUPUNCTURE
GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr. Eddie Choi, L.Ac., OMD
6404 Carmel Rd., Suite 202,
Charlotte, (704) 540-6900
GCAcupuncture.com

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style
needle skills and alternative health
services to provide the highest
standard of health enhancement.
See ad page 23.

EMPOWER LIFE CENTER

Camilo Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM, MQG
(704) 542-8088
EmpowerLifeCenter.com
With 24 years of clinical and
teaching experience in acupuncture
and Chinese medicine, Camilo’s
expertise is to identify the root
cause of your health concerns.
Specializing in the treatment of
pain conditions, women’s health,
digestive disorders, sports injuries, stress and chronic
diseases. Camilo also teaches authentic Chen Tai Chi,
QiGong and Taoist yoga. See ad page 19.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE &
HERBAL CLINIC

Dr.’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, L.Ac
(704) 968-0351
BallantyneAcupuncture.com

CLEANING
ECO-FRIENDLY
CLEANING SERVICES

Maria, madacony@hotmail.com
Serving the Charlotte area
(704) 807-1911
We lovingly clean your home using all non-toxic cleaning products! Locally owned and operated with over
14 years experience. Call Maria for a Free Estimate.
References Available Upon Request. See ad pg 21.

COLONICS
CHARLOTTE COLON
HYDROTHERAPY

Paul & Catherine Simard
942 W Hill Street, Charlotte NC 28208
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com
(704) 858-4802
Get Healthy with Colonics!
Begin your journey to
wellness in a safe, clean and
professional environment.
Since 1994. Certified and
member of I-ACT. Uptown
Charlotte.

COUNSELORS
AUTUMN AUSTIN MA, LPC, LCAS

Licensed Professional Counselor
Reiki Master
APlaceCalledThere.com, (704) 651-0668
Evolutionary/Holistic Counseling
& Energy Healing. A body, mind
& spirit approach to overcoming
struggles, healing hurts, learning
to live beyond limitations and
deepening spiritual journeys.
Addiction and trauma specialist.
See ad page 21.

Acupuncture & herbal experts
and professors from China with
31 years clinical experience
now serving Rock Hill, South
Carolina and Charlotte.

ALLERGY
ALLERGY DESENSITIZATION /
ALLERCEASE TM
Dr A. I. Cushing D.D., D.Ch.CNC
1341 E. Morehead St. Suite 102
(704) 776-4185
doctorc@theholisticdoctorisin.com

Founder and developer of
Allercease TM, Dr Cushing
r a p i d l y, s a f e l y a n d n o n
invasively identifies exactly
what you are reacting to and can
desensitize you to almost
anything, foods chemicals,
pests, dust, mold. 35 Years
experience. $100 off your first office call expires
28th May 2014. See ad page 6.
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DETOXIFICATION

ENERGY HEALING
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
FACILITATOR
Lieben Mohler
Fort Mill, SC 29707
(919) 308-3771

With 25 years of Energy Work, I
am Light Touch certified and
Level 1 La Ho Chi certified. I
invite you to come learn and
experience how to expand your
Love Power Vibration. Learn how
to become one with Mother Earth.
Come and experience Father God
and Mother Earth healings. See ad page 34.

FENG SHUI
DR. LEANG EAP

4724 Park Road, Ste B
Charlotte, NC 28209
(704) 527-8089, Dr.Eap.net
18 years experience. Residential
and commercial Feng Shui.
Charlotte only practitioner of
Geomancy (Art of analysing and
balancing Earth Energies beneath
your dwelling). See ad page 32.

FITNESS
THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a
week. Take control of your
fitness, stress reduction,
healing and self-defense.
Programs for kids aged 3 and
up through senior citizens.
See ad page 31.

GIFT SHOPS
FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP

DETOX YOU

Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Road
(704) 291-9393
Free Spirit Gift Shop on Facebook

Optimize health & recovery! Cleanse every cell
in your body. Experience more energy, boosted
immune system, quicker recovery from allergies,
athletics, illness, surgery, and more. See ad page 10.

Come in to experience
all the peace and joy a
spiritual shop can offer. We offer a wide
variety of items for
your enjoyment. Now
offering Shamanic
Readings and Shamanic Journeys. See ad page 23.

Aleesha K. Ashlie
(704) 995-5337
aashlie@windstream.net
DetoxesYou.com

AwakeningCharlotte.com

HEALTH COACH
RECLAIM YOUR HEALTH
David MacVaugh
(704) 307-1711
HealthDude.com

Health Coach specializing in men’s
health, sustainable weight loss,
smoking cessation. Discover how
your body is capable of radiant
health through nourishing mind,
body and spirit. See ad page 15.

HEALTHY GREEN HOMES
BIODWELL HEALTHY GREEN
HOMES AND SPACES

Kristina Carlet, LEED Green Associate,
Certified Building Biologist
(704) 858 0397
biodwell@yahoo.com, biodwell.org
Heal your home! Biodwell
helps you improve the air you
breathe, adopt beneficial
products and materials into
your home, and establish a
favorable electromagnetic
energy into your everyday
life. See ad page 39.

HOMEOPATHY
CAROLINAS NATURAL
HEALTH CENTER

Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell RoadMatthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Anxiety, Depression, ADHD,
Digestive Disorders. Charlotte’s
only doctors specializing in
homeopathy. We focus on treating
YOU to uncover the cause of your
health condition and empower
you to better health! Call for your
free consultation. See ad pg 7.

HYPNOTHERAPY
TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M. Thunberg, MHt
Our Place 19900 S. Main St, Cornelius
Elemental Healing - 5200 Park Rd.,
TranspersonalPower.com
(704) 237-3561

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy
allows you to go beyond the
ego, bringing Spirit into your
therapeutic session. Group or
individual sessions are available with Linda Thunberg,
Certified Master Transpersonal Hypnotherapist. Weight
Loss, Stress, Relationship Issues, Self Esteem,
Self Image, Soul Advancement, Regressions,
Life Progressions. See ad page 12.

LIFE COACH
MAGIC STONE TEACHING
Life Coach Mike Duralia
Rock Hill, SC (803) 250-5409
MagicStoneTeaching.com

Providing personalized life
coaching services for individuals
and groups looking to expand
their awareness, increase their
confidence and experience the life
they desire. See ad pg 31.

MARTIAL ARTS
THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866, ThePeacefulDragon.com
Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a week.
Ta k e c o n t r o l o f y o u r
fitness, stress reduction, healing
and self-defense. Programs for
kids aged 3 and up, through
senior citizens. See ad page 31.

MEDITATION
CENTER FOR PRANIC HEALING

Meditation, MCKS Pranic Healing, Education
Pranichealingsouth@gmail.com
PranicHealingCharlotte.com.
A unique place for spirituality,
healing, community. Meditation,
Pranic Healing sessions and
courses. (Pranic Healing,
Advanced Pranic Healing, Pranic
Psychotherapy). Nurses, LMTs,
Acupuncturists, Social Workers
CE hrs. See ad page 23.

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR
MEDITATION & WELL-BEING
136 Vigil Day Road
Boone, NC, 800-392-6870
intl.center@vvmus.org
MeditationCenterUSA.org

Meditate. Breathe. Live! Make life a celebration at
this mounain-top retreat center just 2 hours North
of Charlotte.

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN
CAROLINAS NATURAL
HEALTH CENTER

Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell Road
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Diabetes, Depression, Digestive
Disorders, Anxiety ADHD.
C h a r l o t t e ’s o n l y d o c t o r s
specializing in homeopathy. We
focus on treating YOU to
uncover the cause of your health
condition and empower you to
better health! Call for your free
consultation. See ad page 7.

DR. LEANG EAP

4724 Park Road, Ste B
Charlotte, NC 28209
(704) 527-8089, Dr.Eap.net
20 years experience in helping people
optimizing their health by addressing
the root of the problem. Naturopathy,
Chinese Medicine, Kinesiology,
Homeopathy, Aromatherapy,
Nutrition. Specializing in Emotional
Issues, Anxiety, Depression, Stress,
Fatigue, Gastro-Intestinal
conditions, Allergies. See ad page 32.

DR. LORA HURLEY, ND, CTN, CPT

ANCB Board Certified Traditional Naturopath,
ASPT Board Certified Phlebotomist
Certified in Lymphatic Detoxification &
Clinical Microscopy
(704) 938-1589
HurleyWellnessCenter.com
Wellness Healthcare Provider, &
Educator, Medically Educated,
Clincally Trained, 20+ years experience. “Whole Body DetoxifiDetoxification”, “Treating people; not
symptoms, nor disease,” “Find the
cause of your complaints!”

CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste B
(704) 414-0380
DrMinette.com

Are your medications making you
sick? Dr. Chérie Minette uses
natural therapies to treat a wide
range of health concerns,
including: allergies, depression,
anxiety, reflux, menopause,
irritable bowel, acne, sinusitis,
attention disorder, yeast infections,
and much more. Safe and effective
treatments, without side effects. See ad page 17.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
JOANNA DEHART PHOTOGRAPHY
Serving Greater Charlotte Area
JoannaDehartPhotography.com
(704) 545-5850

Husband and wife team specializing in Wedding,
Family, Children, Daycare, Bridal, Corporate,
Event, BarMitzvah, Sports, Commercial, Real
Estate, photography with over 40 years experience.

PSYCHIC
MARSHA G. COOK
(704) 516-3198
MarshaGCook.com

Rev. Dr. Marsha G. Cook, Spiritual
Counselor/ Metaphysical
Specialist; What Do You Need To
Know? Experience the gentle side
of learning life’s lessons through
Pendulum Divination,
Numerology, Palmistry, Spirit
Guides and Loved Ones; Sacred
Contract Forgiveness. See ad page 15.

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E. Kent
(423) 300-8618
HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the Nook
Cornelius, is a certified psychic
medium, spiritual communicator,
numerologist, palmist, relationship
counselor and metaphysical teacher.
Heidi also conducts spiritual
weddings. See ad page 15.

Celebrate

REAL ESTATE
CARA BAILEY & ELISE VENTURO
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Carolinas Realty
(704) 287-6522
CaraBailey.BHHSCarolinas.com

Teamwork from the Team
that Works! We know
what it takes to buy/sell
homes. Call us to have a
hardworking professional
agent working for you.
Broker / Realtor® in NC
and SC.

REIKI
A REIKI LIFE: TREATMENT &
TRAINING CENTER
5200 Park Rd., Suite 105,
Charlotte, NC 28209
(704) 996-4079
AReikiLife.com

Offering Reiki treatment services,
comprehensive Reiki educational
programs, and NCBTMB
continuing education. Nancy Bunt,
founder, has over 18 years of
experience with Reiki in both
clinical settings and private
practice; as well as an extensive background in
mind-body wellness. See ad page 33.

ANGELIC REALMS
REV. SYLVIA SCOTT, M.ED., CRMT
Certified Reiki Master Teacher,
Sound Therapy Practitioner
5200 Park Road, (704) 752-3532
AngelicSylvia.com

Over 20 years experience. Experience
feeling “seen,” intrinsically valued
and unconditionally loved. Profound
stress and pain reduction. Jump-start
healing through gentle yet powerful
Reiki therapy. Attunements
available. See ad page 35.

SHAMANISM

SOUND HEALING
SOLFEGGIO TUNING SESSIONS
REV. SYLVIA SCOTT, M.ED., CRMT
Certified Reiki Master Teacher,
Sound Therapy Practitioner
5200 Park Road, (704) 752-3532
AngelicSylvia.com

Clear and balance all of
the Chakras resulting in
deep relaxation, clarity
and focus. Tuning forks
assist your body in
r e l e a s i n g e n e rg e t i c
imbalances in its biofield, enabling your body’s innate healing abilities
to become activated. See ad page 35.

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
UNITY OF CHARLOTTE

Senior Minister, Rev. Nancy Ennis
401 E. Arrowood Road
(704) 523-0062
UnityOfCharlotte.org
Unity features a vibrant,
joyous, 10:30 AM
Sunday Celebration Service
with terrific music, inspiring
m e s s a g e s a n d a wa r m ,
welcoming spiritual
community. It also features
c l a s s e s a n d wo r k s h o p s
throughout the week with activities that support
your health, wellness and spiritual journey.
Welcome Home! See page 37.

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT
JANET SUSSMAN

Intuitive Consultation
(980) 236-7026
janet_sussman@att.net
timeportalpubs.com
Founder of the Sunpoint™ method
of energy balancing & realignment,
transformational musician, & author.
Over 30 yrs experience working
with adults & children focusing on
life purpose, creativity, personal
relationships, and the challenges of
the spiritual quest. Ongoing classes, workshops &
transformational music concerts. See ad page 25.

AMANDA J. TODD, PHD
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(336) 337-0223
amandatoddphd@gmail.com
AmandaToddphd.com
Sharing Aloha and Knowledge.
CelticStar Mystery School;
retreats to Hawaii and spiritual
hikes in the Appalachian
Mountains; Huna and Crystal
classes; and shamanic study
groups. See ad page 29.

AwakeningCharlotte.com

TAI CHI/QIGONG
EMPOWER LIFE CENTER

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN
NOURISH

Camilo Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM
(704) 542-8088
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

Info@NourishCharlotte.com
(704) 448-FOOD (3663)
NourishCharlotte.com

Learn authentic Chen Tai Chi and
Taoist Elixir Qigong under the
guidance of 20th generation Master
Instructor Lao Shi, Camilo Sanchez,
L. Ac, MOM. Tai Chi has been
called the “Perfect exercise” for
mind/body wellness. Promote
fitness, improve health, relieve pain, boost energy,
reduce stress & learn self defense skills. See ad pg 19.

Exquisitely healthy,
delicious, locally sourced,
super clean, vegan/veg food
. . . delivered? It’s not too
good to be true; it’s
Nourish! We are Charlotte’s
only vegan/veg prepared
food delivery service, with a weekly menu that is at least
80% organic/pesticide-free & gluten/processed-sugar
free. Order online once/week; receive delivery to your
home or office the following week. Serving Charlotte,
Huntersville, Cornelius, Davidson. See ad page 21.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd,HWY 160
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com
Reduce stress, boost energy and
develop top physical and
spiritual well-being! Learn
authentic and traditional tai chi
and qigong at Charlotte’s #1
school for martial arts and
health arts. See ad page 31.

TAROLOGIST
REV. GINA SPRIGGS

2540 Plantation Center Dr.
Matthews, NC 28105
Tarologist.com, (704) 846-0217
Holistic Intuitive, Intuitive
Development Mentor. Readings
Face-to-Face or phone.
Appointment Only. Matthews
Office or The Bag Lady in
Dilworth. See ad page 35.

VETERINARIAN
CHARLOTTE NATURAL
ANIMAL CLINIC

James Schacht, DVM
2123 E. 7th Street, (980) 819-7402
CharlotteNaturalAnimal.com
Charlotte’s only animal clinic devoted
solely to natural, holistic care for
animals. With 25 years experience,
Dr. James Schacht, DVM, offering
wellness exams, vaccination
alternatives, homeopathic treatment
of chronic illness and natural flea and
tick control. See ad page 17.

WATER
ALKALINE WATER CHARLOTTE
@Migun Wellness Charlotte
9105-B Pineville Matthews Road
(704) 540-4848
MigunCharlotte.com
AlkalineWaterCharlotte.com

WELLNESS CENTER
HAAS WELLNESS CENTER

Dr. Kenneth Haas, Chiropractic Physician
3315 Springbank Lane, Charlotte, NC
(704) 837-2420
HaasWellnessCenter.com
As wellness practitioners
we focus on holistic care
as well as chronic and
difficult cases. We look
forward to working on
solutions, and helping to
implement those changes
in your life. Call for your
free consultation! See ad page 2.

YOGA
HARMONY YOGA

Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher
(704) 277-3887
HarmonyYogaNC.com
Yoga sends a signal to every cell
of your body to relax, calming
racing thoughts and clarifying
your spirit. Small classes in a
quiet, nurturing space overlooking nature. Gentle poses and
b r e a t h w o r k f o r a l l l eve l s .
Beginners always welcome. See ad page 14.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY 160
Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com
Authentic yoga for health, selfcultivation and enlightenment.
Using postures and methods
practiced for centuries in the
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of
China. See ad page 31.

TAROT
TAROT WITH A TWIST

Karen Yoder
(704) 771-9571
Karen@TarotWithATwist.com
TarotWithATwist.com
Tarot and Crystal Reading, Energy
Work and Intuitive Business Coaching either face-face or distance.
Private parties for all readings, and
workshops on crystals and pendulums. See ad page 41.

RESTORATIVE YOGA & REIKI
Alkaline Ionized Water by the gallon. Stop by
to learn more about this healthy water and also
experience a free far-infrared acupressure massage
on one of Migun’s award winning multi-functional
physical therapy tables. Experience the benefits
from Migun’s Far Infrared Sauna, Detox Footbath
or PEMF Therapy. See ad pg 23.

Ellyn Kirschner
(704) 533-2694
GraceinWellness.us

Supported soothing poses
providing deep rest and relaxation,
release of tension, complete
nurturance and rejuvenation.
Reiki added for safe, natural
energy healing and balancing.
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Ice Chaser

James Balog’s Dramatic Images
Document Climate Change
by Christine MacDonald

N

ational Geographic photographer James
Balog says he was skeptical about climate change
until he saw it happening firsthand. Watching
once-towering glaciers
falling into the sea
inspired his most challenging assignment in a
storied 30-year career—
finding a way to photograph climate change.
In exploring Balog’s Extreme Ice
Survey, a breathtaking photographic
record of vanishing glaciers, and his
award-winning documentary, Chasing
Ice, Natural Awakenings asked about
the challenges he faced to bring this
dramatic evidence of climate change to
a world audience.

How did seeing glaciers shrink
“before your eyes” move
you to endure sometimes lifethreatening conditions to get
these images on record?
I fell in love with ice decades ago as
a young mountaineer and scientist. I
loved to get up before dawn and hike
out on a glacier in Mount Rainier or
one in the Alps, watch the light come
up and hear the crunch of the frozen
ice underfoot.
On a trip to Iceland early in the
project, I was looking at these little
diamonds of ice that were left behind
on the beach after the glaciers broke
up. The surf had polished them into
incredible shapes and textures. Walking
the beach, you’d realize each one was a
unique natural sculpture that
46
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existed only for that
moment before the return
of high tide stole it away.
Nobody would ever see it
again. That was an amazing aesthetic and metaphysical experience.
I realized that I
wanted people to share
this experience, to see
the glaciers disappearing.
This visual manifestation
and evidence of climate
change is here, happening
right before our eyes. It is undeniable.

Why do these photos and
videos help us grasp the scale
of Planet Earth’s climate
changes already underway?
When people encounter Extreme Ice
Survey images, their response is typically immediate and dramatic. It is the
first step toward caring about a distant
landscape most will never experience
in person, enabling them to connect
the dots between what happens far
away and the rising sea levels, extreme
weather events and other climaterelated issues closer to home.

What can an everyday
person do to help underscore
the global scientific consensus and urgency of addressing
global warming?
Lobbyists and pundits seek confusion
and controversy, because ignorance
seeks to hide within a noise cloud of
false information. As long as the public
thinks climate change isn’t real or that
science is still debating it, fossil fuel
industries protect their profits. Without

social clarity, the political leaders financially beholden to fossil fuel industries
have no motivation to act. Market
signals don’t help us make correct
decisions when the military, health and
environmental costs of fossil fuels that
spread throughout the economic system
don’t show up in today’s gasoline prices
and electricity bills.
Science and art seek clarity and
vision. Clear perception is the key to
changing the impact we’re having on
our home planet. With social clarity,
the policy, economic and technological solutions to wise energy use and
countering climate change can be
widely implemented. The path forward
is being traveled by individuals committed to improving their own lives and
communities; by school children who
can’t stand the inaction of their elders;
by innovative entrepreneurs and corporations eager to make or save money;
by military generals seeking to protect
their country and their soldiers; and by
political leaders of courage and vision.
We are all complicit with action or
skeptical inaction; we can all participate in solutions to climate change.

What’s next on the horizon
for you?
We will continue to keep the Extreme
Ice Survey cameras alive. This project
doesn’t end just because the film came
out. We plan to keep observing the
world indefinitely. We’ll install more
cameras in Antarctica; funding permitting, we also hope to expand into
South America.
I intend to continue looking at
human-caused changes in the natural
world, which is what I’ve been photographing for 30 years. I’m developing
a couple of other big ideas for conveying innovative, artistic and compelling interpretations of the world as it’s
changing around us. I will continue
doing self-directed educational projects through our new nonprofit, Earth
Vision Trust. Overall, I feel a great obligation to preserve a pictorial memory
of vanishing landscapes for the people
of the future.
Christine MacDonald is a freelance
journalist in Washington, D.C., whose
specialties include health and science.
Visit ChristineMacDonald.info.
AwakeningCharlotte.com
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